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WednesdQy, May 5, 1982

British forces
lose destroyer
(UPI) - Argentina sank its first
British ship Tuesday, the destroyer
HMS Sheffield, and shot down a
British jet in a sea battle inside the
200-mile blockade zone around the
Falkland Islands.
· It Was hit in an attack launched
from the Argentine aircraft carrier
Veinticinco de Mayo. Defense
sources said the Sheffield was in an
eKposed position, acting as a radar
picket to warn the main task force
· ·~ of an air attack.
The missile hit amidships,
·G. Gordon Liddy •
plowing into the operations room
and touching off a fire that
engulfed the 3,500.ton ship.
Defense Secretary John Nott told
Parliament uthe number of deaths
may be as high as 30." The rest of
the 270-man crew was rescued by
other British ships, Britain said.
Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher
was
said by her aides to be
Cathy Renfro
the debate after Liddy's .promoters years to hideout from the gover"devastated"
by the news and
A, little bit of history filled refused to allow him to tape the nment.
summoned
her
war
cabinet.
Johnson Gym Friday during event for a future showing on
In opening statements Hoffman
ABC News quoted U.S. inASUNM's "Great Debate, Justice: KNME's "Illustrated Daily."
said he and Liddy are as opposite as
telligence sources that a major
The American Way" in the debate
two people can get.
One of the scheduled panelists,
naval war was imminent.
between . G. Gordon Liddy ~nd
"He showed the American Speculation persisted that a British
B.lair, also did not participate
Janet
Abbie Hoffrnan.
people how far the goverrunent will landing on the Falklands also was
"Each personality played an because she was ill leaving ASUNM go
to lie and cheat us,'' Hoffman closeathand as fierce wiriter storms
President
Mike
Austin,
Associate
important part in history," said
said. "He is a proud member of a in the South Atlantic eased.
Sociology
Professor
Patrick
debate moderator Gordon Sanleaking ship; Watergate. He's an
ders. "Historians must decide who McNamara and political analyist R. officer on a ship of fools."
A grim-faced British Defense
J.
Laino
to
question
the
speakers.
was right and who was wrong.'' Ministry spokesman announced the
Liddy beiieves in the attitude that loss over nationwide television to a
Sanders was chosen to referee the
While introducing Liddy and
event after Hal Rhodes, program Hoffman, Sanders said the two might makes right, and practices
director for KNME and host for the individuals are examples of the blind obedience "no matter who
calls the shots." he said.
"Illustrated Daily/; boWed out of a doctrine ofthe 1960s.
"He volunteered to kill Jack
verbal contract with the ASUNM
He said Liddy showed extreme
Speakers Committee, Chairman dedication to a cause, but "it was Anderson and go through the office
Bill Snyder said.
_
too bad it was President Nixon", of Daniel Ells berg," Hoffman said.
Rhodes decided not to moderate and Abbie Hoffman succeed for 10 "He was supposed to kidnap me

Hoffman and Liddy counterpunch;
fans award ex-cons split decis~on.

shocked nation. He said a British
Sea Harrier jetfighter also was shot
down over the South Atlantic and
its pilot killed.
In Buenos Aires, the Argentine
military command said anti-aircraft
batteries on the Falklands also
downed three Sea Harriers attacking Port Darwin. It claimed
"then~ were no victims or damages
on our side."
In other action:
-A long-range British Vulcan
bomber from Ascension Island
pounded the airport outside the
Falklands capital of Port Stanley
with I,OOO•pound bombs, Britain
announced. British fighter-bombers
also bombed an airfield at Goose
Green, 60 miles from Port Stanley.
-Argentina said its ships had
rescued a total of 680 survivors
from the cruiser GenerallJelgrano,
leaving 362 still missing in the frigid
waters. The ship, Argentina's
second largest, Was torpedoed by a
British nuclear-powered submarine
Sunday and went to the bottom
Monday.
-Secretary of State Alc;"ander
Haig canceled a trip to New York to
m~t with_the British ambassador in
Washington. United Nations
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar said he was awaiting replies
to his peace effort.

Ghana: revolution in tunnoil
Soren Johnson, a former Peace
Corp volunteer to Ghana, Africa,
and presentlY a teaching assistant in
English at UNM has received information that is eKclusive to the
Daily Lobo.
Johnson received a letter on
April 27, that gives information on
conditions in Ghana since a New
Year's Eve coup there. Included in
the information. was the report of a
massacre of t 70 people in the town
ofKumasi. ·
Johnson said that he checked for
further information with the local
news sources, but no one had heard
about the massacre. ·
The following recent history of
Ghana was provided by Johnson.
Following his update is the letter
which Johnson received from Elisa
Poulsen, a Peace Corp volunteer in
Ghana. The letter was mailed from
Ghana Otl AprilS.
Johnson said fhat Ghana, formerly called the Gold Coast, gained
its independence from 'England in
1957; and was the first black
African country to become in•
dependent, hs leader at the time
was Kwarne N;krumah
lt was N'krumah's idea to start
the Organization of African Unity,
said Johnson. His slogan was
"AfricaMust Unite."
As a result of N'krurnah's desire
to push the country into the 20th
century and the money he spent on
high technology, the . country

,.~

'·

became debt ridden, said Johnson. anxietyithasbroughttoourlives.
Johnson attributes the country's
There is absolutely nothing in the
recent coups to this economic markets
now
except
condition.
prbduce - tomatoes, onions,
In 1967 N'krumah was over- pepper, etc. ----I suppose it's as
thrown by a military coup. N.K. when we first came into the countrY
Busia took over the country from although it's hard to remember.
1967 to 1973~ In 1973 Achempong Things seemed a bit easier then. No
took ove:: the ·country, and ac- one will sell anything at the encording to Johnson the economy forced low . prices and they are
fell apart more under .his leader- afraid to sell at higher prices for
ship.
fear of the soldiers. All com·
Johnson said that in May 1979 modities are supposedly distributed
Jerry Rawlins, a member of the and sold at control pri~es - 40
. Ghana Air Force led a coup against percent to cities, 60 percent take out
Achempong. With the help of a to the villages. 1 still haven't seen
British economist, Rawlins wrote a thern and don•t expect to. ·I'm sure
constitution for Ghana and set up black marketing and selling things
free elections. Hilla Limann, from out the back door continues but
the London School of Economics very quietly. People are very afraid.
was elected president.
Many market places and kiosks
Because . the economy declined have been burned; market women
more, said Johnson, Rawlins led have been beaten for overpricing.
another. coup on New Year's eve Lorry, bus, taxi fares have gone
1981. This letter from Ghana is one down- this cornbined with an
account of what has happened since acute lack of petrol means the
New Year's eve.
drivers are parking their cars.
Some of the remarks in paten• Transportation, formerly such a
theses are added by Johnson for headache, is now hell. Kerosene
cornes and goes unpre4ictably - I
dari(ication.
I'll try to giVe you some .idea of was totally out for a week. No
what has happened since the batteries, no soap, no blades ...... the
revolution. Many ntrnots of the list is endless. Now I'm drinkina a
post office opening our ollt•going cup of tea without .sugar
letters haven;t cramped my style or (disgusting!); I've .had bread once
II.IIIWtchter
closed my mouth._ I suppose they in three mollths; and the amount of
could deport me for any letters I meat I've eaten could beheld in one Mlch••l Gu~•n It· lud out of the couttmom FfiiMy eltw
rtH:tllvlng th• dMth penehy lot the mutd•r of u- UNM •tudMt
write- you can't ignore the hand!
continued tin page 8 Jull•JIIcklo_n.
. . . , .....
revQI}l!ip.P. _9r. Jb~ ~ .c.lt.!lPg~s and .;

..
. .....' ,;. '..

·~

·11.

...
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News Roundup
International News

American guerilla
dies in Salvador

was fighting with them in Morazan,
where guerrillas have long been
dominant. They said a Mexican and
a Venezuelan also had been fighting
alongside their forces but both were
killed.
Living in the working class
neighborhood of Mejicanos in San
Salvador, Anderson joined the
leftist ·''Popular Organizations' •
and participated in the Jan, 10,
1981 "final offensive" before
moving to rebel camps in Morazan,
the radio said.
Radio Venceremos also claimed
its forces killed or wounded 158
soldiers in the largest government
offensive of the civil war, in which
4,000 soldiers participated. The
offensive ended Monday.
One military officer in Morazan
said rebels already were returning
to their old camp sites.

SAN SAIN ADOR, El Salvador
- Rebel radio reported Tuesday an
American fighting alongside
Salvadoran guerrillas was killed. by
government troops during the
largest offensive ever mounted by
the U.S.-backed regime.
The clandestine Radio Venceremos said Joseph David
Anderson was shot April 27 in the
government's drive to rout
guerrillas from northeastern
Morazan province.
Anderson died in the village of
Poza Honda about 70 miles northeast of San Salvador, the radio Poles
get cuifews
said. It also said Anderson first
came to El Salvador as a student at
WARSAW, Poland- Poland's
National University in 19SO.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman said martial Jaw rulers reimposed
officials were checking records to curfews and other restrictions
determine if Anderson registered at Tuesday to crush a wave of violent
the mission when he entered the protests that swept Warsaw and 12
country, but said they had no other cities.
Interior Minister Gen. Czeslaw
knowledge he had been killed.
Guerrilla leaders had boasted Kiszczak told parliament 1,372
earlier this year that one American people were arrested and 72 police

riot,

by United Press lnternationar

were injured during night-long
battles Monday between riot police
and an estimated 100,000 proSolidarity protesters across the
country.
Kiszczak also reported renewed
clashes in Szczecin, where rioters
burned down a hotel at a police
barracks Monday and stoned
firefighters putting out another
blaze.
Military chief Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski, meeting in emergenry
session with the ruling Military
Council, ordered the reimposition
of nightly curfews in Warsaw and
other unspecified cities in response
to the clashes, the official news
agency PAP said.
PAP said there was rioting
Monday in Warsaw, Gdansk,
Szczecin, Krakow, Lodz, Lublin,
Bydogszcz, Orun, Gydnia, Elblag,
· Swidnik and ''other cities."
Travelers also reported clashes in
Mielec and Rezeszow.

Peace mission crashes
BEIRUT
Lebanon Iran
accused Jr;q Tuesday of shooting
down a plane carrying 10 top
Algerian
diplomats,
including
Foreign
Minister Mohamed
Benyahia. AIIIO died.

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
expressed "regret and sorrow" over
the loss of the delegation Monday
that was on a. peace mission to end
the 19-month Iran-Iraq war.
Iraqi media ignored the Iranian
charge that two Iraqi jets chased
and attacked Benyahia's plane 62
miles inside Turkey. Turkish officials said the plane left Turkish
airspace safely.
Benyahia, 50, mediated the safe
return of the 52 U.S. hostages to
American care in January 1981,

National News

Anderson contests
state election law
WASHINGTON
The
Supreme Court agreed Monday to
tackle a case that could smooth the
route for independents seeking the
White House in 1984.
The court said it will hear 1980
presidential candidate John
·Anderson's challenge to state
ele.ction laws that make it hard for
thtr~:party a.nd other nontrad!tion~l candidates to get on the
presidential ballot.
The suit appeals Ohio's rules that

compel candidates to qualify for
the November ballot months before
the deadline for Democrats and
Republicans to name their standard-bearers. Other states have
similar rules,
Anderson, a former GOP
congressman from Illinois who quit
the Republican presidential race in
19a0 to run on his own, had to file
suit to get on the ballot in several
states.
· Before beginning a two-week
recess, the court:
-Boosted protection for investors, ruling 5-4 that people
victimized by manipulations of a
commodities market can sue their
broker and the exchange for fraud,
-On a 6-3 vote, asked the
Georgia supreme court to explain
why it ruled that a death row in·
mate can be executed even if one of
the reasons the jury cited in imposing the death penalty is later
invalidated.
-Allowed a Denver family
whose father was killed by police to
sue city officials because -the
children have been denied the right
to
a
"continuing
family
relationship."
-Agreed to decide whether male
government retirees are illegally
being denied Social Security
benefits while their female counterparts continue to collect.

National News.

Domenici budget
freezes pensions
WASHINGTON - The budget
alternative proposed by Senate
Budget Committee Chairman Pete
Domenici (R-N.M.) Tuesday would
freeze Social Security and other
federal benefi~ programs for a year,
beginning with July's scheduled
increase,
It also seeks to provide the Social
Securiiy trust fund with $3 billion
in savings in 1984 and $11 billion in
1985 through unspecified reforms.
Domenici's plan would freeze for
one year the levels of programs tied
to the Consumer Price Index, the
government's main measure of
inflation. Food stamps and Supplemental Security Income would
be exempted, but all other entitlement
programs- Social
Security, federal pensions, railroad
retirees and veterans' pensions - would be affected.
Other proposals have involved
putting a ceiling on the annual
amount of adjustments, but
Domenici's proposal was the first

:major plan that included an actual
freeze.
President Rea!Jan opposes using
Social Security in an effort to
balance the budget, He has named a
task force which is working on ways
to ensure long-range financing for
the sys(em.
Also opposing that part of the
plan is Sen, Howard Metzenbaum
(D-Ohio) who introduced a motion
declarin!l the panel should not
consider altering Social Security
benefits during the next three years.

Hinckley'S trial begins
WASHINGTON - Prosecutors
told a jury Tuesday the shooting of
President Reagan was a "planned,
premeditated" act, and two law
enforcement officials "mowed
down" in the attack testified in the
case against gunman John W.
Hinckley Jr.
But Hinckley's attorney, setting
out the insanity defense, portrayed
Hinckley as a loner who tried
suicide in the months before last
year's shooting. He said Hinckley
was consumed by fantasies about
movie actress Jodie Foster and
murdered Beatie John Lennon.
Appearing as government witnesses, Secret Service Agent

Watch for Weekly

ported to the West, providing badly
needed foreign exchange to buy
food a~d high technology, the
report said,
"Perhaps our best lesson from
the Soviets is that we must decide
very soon what our real future need
for nl!dear power is and establish a
proper, steady, long-term response
to satisfy this need.'' the report
said.

State and 'Local News

Gas Co. rate case
before state court
USSR makes nuke power
SANTA FE The state

Supreme Court will hear today Gas
LOS ALAMOS - The Soviet Company of New Mexico's request
Union is demonstrating a com- that the court order the Public
mitment to nuclear-powered Service Commission to grant the
electric plants that is second only to company a provisional $6,9 million
France, a report titled "Soviet rate increase.
Nuclear Power" says.
A three-justice panel of the high
The Soviets will attempt a ten- court suspended last Wednesday an
fold increase in nuclear power by April 15 order by Santa Fe District
the year 2000, according to Judge Michael Francke granting the
physicist William G. Davey Qf the increase.
Los Alamos National Laboratory.
The company followed that
The Soviets need to reduce Friday with a petition to order the
domestic consumption of oil and PSC to grant the temporary ingas so those resources can be ex- crease, the latest move in the

2206

Breakfast

II

Timothy McCarthy and retired
Washington police officer Thomas
Delahanty relived the moments
before they were shot March 30,
1981, as the president walked to his
armored limousine.
McCarthy said he never saw ihe
accused gunman, "I was trying to
place myself between the apparent
danger and the president," said
McCarthy, now recovered from a
chest wound.
"I turned to my right. At that
time I heard a single, shot follow~d
by four or five mor~ in rapid
successio11," said Delahanty, who
was hit l)ear the spinal cord and has
since retired from the police force.

Lunch
or

Central

Dinner

255·3696

company's application for an
overall $34.5 million rate increase,
The court will decide June 2
whether the suspension should be
made permanent, but if the
company is successflll in its
petition, the provisimial increase
would take effect anyway.

PNM bond rating drops
ALBUQUERQUE - Standard
and Poor's, the bond-rating firm,
has placed Public Service Co. of
New Mexico under scrutiny because
of apparent concern over the
utility's involvement in a costly
nucl~ar power project.
PNM,
whose first-mortgage
bonds are rated AA, and whose
preferred stock is rated A, is one of
several utilities added to S and P's
CreditWatch, a list of companies
whose debt ratings may change.
A PNM spokesman says S and
P's may be concerned because the
first unit of the Palo Verde nuclear
power plant under construction
near Phoenix will not be commercially operable until late 1983.'
PNM has budgeted for potential
cost overruns at Palo Verde, the
spokesman added,
PNM has a 10.2 percent interest
in the plant.

Spaghetti
Dinner
2.25

SE

VALUESIII
bologna, cooked salami ,
american cheese, ltioz drink
& fries

includes salad
& garlic bread

with coupon
tluu 5·9·82

~~~1WJ1~1)'l)r.)l11)1U)JWVWiPY)1)1)'J')i)1Jl)~)VJ')1Jl)1JTJ1)i~WJ'J1ji)1)i)iJlY)1)1)1)1)1)))1J1YJ~1)~1J' ·~

$1.00off

255-2225

2222 Central SE

Free 9 oz. glass of

(across from UNM)

FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUl . . . --=.

2906 Eubank NE

293-8882

(Eubank & Candelaria)

with purchase of breakfast or hamburger·
l$1.20 or morel

._:::::<

We've got your song!

I

2':1.

~

!J

Any $7.89 LP or Tape

!?

coupon good thtu 5-9-82

~

~

with coupon thru 5-8-82 (1 per cuslomer please)

~l~~Q&Q&~.l~&kttC&&U&&&&£~\:&MMMMM&&J.&CtM&CtQ.&~~l&l&&M.~.~::M

~----=~ii~~;~~~~~~!.
~~~~~~·
~~~~----------------------Etonic • Nike • International Sports • Spenco • Reebok
.•
Rogers
•
I
~

Bill

GOLDEN
fRIED
CHIC'KEN

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

S1B9 with coupon
Reg. •221

-Open at
11:00 Daily

lise our convenient clrive up windows a.t
1830 Lomas at. Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Centrai.NW

Other Locations'
Explrn5+82

10015 Centrai.NE
11200 Montgomery NE
!

Harrv:!,~l:f!SH!OG~
(next to the Lobo Campus P'1armacy)

All NEW Video Garne Room!
• Albuqu•rqu• VIdeo Gamt P•mier •
• MS. PACMAN •

e CHILl DOG-·• BEER e
(may substitute soft drink if under 21)

ali for only $1.50 with coupon.
+one FREE video game!
(a $2.60 value)

1':'
I~
~~

3515 LOMAS BLVD. N.E. 505 268-6300 "'J..·I
ALBUQUERQ UE. NEW MEXlco 8 71 0 6 ~~
S

ne><tfo Russell's Bakery Cf,l

with coupon thru May 14

butRunningStuff

I

·-==------------------~--------------------Ir---------------------------------~
.
YALE BLOOD PLASMA
I
Vale B~ood P.lasma, lnt:. .
II
122 YALE SE
I
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
1
I1
. (505) 266·5729
I .
I
is coupon good ONLY
with valid student or
military JD. limll ont>
per New Donor. Not good
with other coupons

Group Fund Raising Available

II
I

II
I
.I

New Donors Accepted 12:30•3:30pm M-F

.

Get an extra $1.00

21 22 Central SE
Opposite UNM Compus
243-1777

just for selling us USED BOOKS
listed in our buying guide.
One per customer. Valid May 1 through 27

Zappers

~

t

·-___.,.._; i

t

.•
.

6 Games•o•

_______..,..'!",. ,.,':1., . .;.,.
~

. ..

~--'<.

'

.,__.._,1~,...._-._..-;.....;.

__

'

•, ·(•xc•pt Monday & Wednlilday 4:00-7:110pm)

__.........

:...;,.

'

.

: .all games 5 for $1.00!!!

$1~00!!!

_,__.~

Donation

••
: SPRING fever SPECIAL ·
•
:
This Week

. . 4:00 • 7:00pm

-,

'

Bonus

Happy Hours

mastet
Gametoom

New Donors accepted
From 12:30 to 3;30 pm
Monday through Friday

Present this coupon for a $5.00

I --People Helping People Through Plasmapheresis- .
·---------------------------------~
Monday
Wednesday

Student Bookstore

1
1
i

on any running shoes

~

_....._,.,.......
'

.

.

.

-

-

.

.

.

-

..

.I
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by Gam} Trudea1.1
SIR, I.J}J)K/

-n.ah· -s .l ~unny r:hing. ·.,..ars 'lUOte t. but
leJie,,e 1t. ~I"JJittcJans ~w1st ;t, ~Jut ~-:an ... 3ee 1t•

~;an

"'

...es, ill"l ~ruth. ncuoare. ,f ·he ~nv~ronment 'or
'mtn s mowledge Jnd igm, •he .Jtace for 'ies s
;ecrec-v ;1n0: darkness.
'lenrv <>ssmger :Jes; llustrated "his ·!linen :,e 3poKe

>n "he Jl/h1te House N!reraps .mt1at1on •o 'he 3enaw
~•Jre1gn ~etattons C::ummn:ree In ::>eptemoer "Jf 1973: ''
·:an ;ay 'hat the .dea chat 'hts wtretappmgJ Nas nor
:ommon :~racttce. ·Jr that thts Nas n mv sense 11lega!
;1mp1y "lever erossed my rmnd. ·•

c<issmger

lefic:em •;ense
r)t truth. 1f weHe -o •Jetieve KisSinger, :he ontertace oetween speech
..md 'ruth 1s muddy at oest. •enuous <lt '!VOrst.
~he nterface ·.;nou1d 'le ·'Tluch 'Tlare <;lear betWeen
Jebators. r11e 'lest 'Jebate speakers .Jre •hose Nhom
.tou ·1 N<mt •o 'nv1te •or 1 •Jinner 'Jarty. And neither
"\bOle •-!otfman. JVeanng h1s ''Reaiity C!uo·• sweats, 'Jr
:. '"oraon wdoy, ~omplatmng of •he ·•:et 'ag" Nh1ch
~ept 'ltm ·coking uded·•Jut 'hroughout '-nday "light's
·)T

·S

.!dmtttlng 'lOt 'Jnly •o

1

:norality but to (l verv ~;~ecuiiar VISIOn

'Sreat :lebate, ·' would 4Ve 'llade ;JOY '1ostess ;Jn

•mtertmmng ujinner 1uest.
:n~"teao, 'The ·3reat Debate ' was .m '3Xerctse n
·3ecrecv ]s ,ldvertlsed top1c Nas •A:ustn~e·$ but fts- real

'Optc NBS mvstenous ~peech. ·~he Great :>abate''
NBS not :.1 •:heckmate out" stalemate. 't fa1led bequse
ts mnctoal ;naracters ltdl c.to 'lot •<now .vhat ;vent
'1/rong. -~no ::~ecause •hey ·lo ·1ot, 'hey ::anr.ot qpeak
Jpentv. \le1ther •;an !hey speak ~he •ruth.
3oth nen na J essen 'hat !o ~tay Jndercover ·s :o
Jurv•ve. iotfman ~eems to ue the mast "Jpfram "ormer
muercover ·nan. Ntth '11S :)ond-•umpmg lOd 11s
Jtastlc ;urgerv. '3ut _:ddy was :mdercover •'rom •he
·Jeg1nmng. l'he •·ormer '-31 ·nan who Will 1nswer, •f
16t<ed, '•Nere Jou also .:1 :~tA amptovee?" that the
!ead Jt ''he ::A 'las •>atd :mder ::~ath ~hat he cannot
;ay1 1ad ·levelooed 1 '1lan to burgianze an •Jffice,
Nnere 'lli~on ::Jelieved :;ap1es of !he 'White '-louse
~apers ' Nere stored. '-le lnd Hunt would .lU,Y a <'Sed
·ire mgme mo 'iremen > ~mforms 'or .1 ~quad ·'lf
~4oans NI\O NOU!d. .Je :ratned ·n 'ire-fighting
··ec!lmques
''3o the1r performance ..voutd je
Jelievat:le. ' '"hey Noulo 'lll 'he Jault, Jnd ge1:
· remsetves out ·n ·he Gontus1an.
'"!11s ·•appened Jtter -ddV, •-lunt lflD 'he C ..mans
'ad :roKen mo •he •Jffice •lt E!lsberq s psvcnoanalvst
·r;
ina S!lsoerg 'J Jsvcntatrrc "ecords 'Jr other
:et,•mental•ntormatton 'hat ;outo be used to discredit
••m '"!1ese •wo wnemes lJSO '1redate •he Watergate

'inement, and hiS bestselling "novels."' 1l.nd he •sn··
Jaaut •o open up now. Nat far ~5000 or Jny ·1mount.
.-le refused !a 91ve an ;opemng starement lnd ~hen
·>ettied 'lawn ro ,·ock !11mself ..:Jn i1is swtvel ;Jhair ·lnd
isten to the effusive Hoffman. His ,Jnswers 10
~uestions were to the pa1nt but canned. Nothing
junng t.he bizarre evening disturbed ~he piercing
Jlance from Jnder nts heavtly·browed dark eyes.
iJebators or debunk&rs, no one can speak who ,as
,,o :Jersonality ..il.nd after twelve years, no one ;,nows
wna Lddy or Hoffman are. ""he cover-up is complete.
'\Jational security. inner security. Insecurity. "Mr.
i_~_ddy,

how do you vit:!W nuc!ear arms?'' .. , befeve that,

'n ~he interests of C~ational security, ~he use of 'lUc!ear
arms IS JUSttfied. ''
"Mr. Liddy. when would you see that wiretapping !S
JdVJsabJe?'' ''In the Interests of nationai security •. ,
Of ,;ourse~ no one knows what ·~nationai secuntv '
IS, wnen Wiretapping IS covered up uin the interests ot
'!at1ona1 sec4rity ' and the inbre<l White House staffers
are taping. the private lives of everyone from Mamn
l..Uther King to Ted Kenned•t ''in the national imeresl. '
What Liddy stdl didn't know was that W!fetaoping is
Nrong if ~he wrong persons are doing ;t, to the wrong
oeople, in the wrong way.
Sut maybe he had :earned something. l.iddy ..md
rloffman were not two aged pnzefighters. 'ighting on
Nlth digmty. Mediator Sanders and his twa debaters
were !ike a bullfighter -~nd two bulls. neither of which
-eact to red anymore. Liddy has ;earned nat to ]et
'.~aught, ,n speech, if not in ac~ion.
A.nvone who watched Abbte Hoffman oerating ':liS
oppan!lnt Fnday mghr must've Nandered, ''How '1ia
'le •:wer make !t 'Ntthout being discovered •or all chose
tears?" ct can only be bec~use there 3re ·1o "Ttanv
Abb1e !'loffmans in the world today . Hoffman quoted
Marx ilnd argued Shaw's "Major Barbara." Any •eitist
·;an do. that. He showed he'd read :Jp •Jn current '\1M
issues: WIP!', Anaconda closing, minorities.
'-lis ''The. only way to know 'IOU have free speecn :s
~o 1se 't, • sounded much more t3XC1ttng ~han ~.doy ~
'Rights are inherently limtted. They are not absolute.'
:...day won the debate, if ·lnvone won, tlecause •he
'lature of a debate is words. And L:ddy 'Sa wordsmith.
Nhile Hoffman was a man •Jf action. He swore that ~1e
NOU!d l(eep on fighting •d the dav 'le died.
':ither 'nan ·:ouid 'T!ake l •aurnalisr <nelt. ""hetr
answers stVmled even the :nosi oatlent of ;isteners,
"he most IJ3reful attender.
...;dav >nd <-!affman wtshed •o .)emanstrate :a ·•ach
1ther :md •o ~he ,;rowd ~hat they c:ouia not be ·::~ught.
·~o :1oose would be t1ed around ~hetr ~et:Y.s agam-'lot
Nhlie· 'hetr waggmg tongues :ould ~till nal<e :lever
::ampansons, :ncky conclUsions. 'JIJscene ;eKes..
·:O.nd Albuquerque won· toe taken m agatn.

Here rond Now

:NINSTCN-SA ... EM. :II. C. - Of the North Carolinians who started high
3choal Ntth ~he .~lass Jf 1 982, 22 perc~nt won't be graduating ne~t month.
"'i1at ohauldn·~ Je lS shccxing as it sounds: The national high school
:Jrapout ·ate 'lovers around 20. ~ercent.
fet, equally disturtlmg 's. the grea<er number of studemswha drop out
SPlfliUaily 'ong before they 'umber through commencement exercises.
~he ::~rolllem ·s 'lot so severe at Renolds Senior High School, an
.Jcaaemicallv·cna!lenging •nstitution on this city's northwest side. It sends
'!lany <Jf its araduates •Jt highly-selective colleges and universltiesc But
'ven Renolds' administrators don't overlook the fact that many of its
~enerallv Jpper-mlddle-class students still suffer, as do high schoolers
;vevwhere. •ram an endemic case of the blahs.
'' ,ust jon t care anymore," admitted one of a dozen Reynolds seniors
Ne spoKe w1th the rnher day. ''My friends have been partying since the
~egmmng of the tear, waiting to get out."
m.a· 'his ;ornmonpiace p.redicament marches North Carolina's ambitious
'3ov. ~ames G. Hunt. beanng a program to reduce the number of high
·!cnooJ jraoouts and oosstbly alter the rigid secondary structure that
lreaK·•n.
mmomlizes so ·nany s:tudents.
;, What 1oes ·hat 'S" :rtar.d ·or. anywav?l
n mtd·Mav Hunt will ceccmmend that all high schools encourage their
.:loman _ddy s .Js nucn l ·nysterv :aday, atter 'our
~mctents to voiunteer in a !ccal community organization, participate in a
mu 1 1alf 1ears ·n )nson, '06 jays n solitarv ~onNarK-study orogram, or both. The second-term Democrat has long
·~e!ieved thll! extra-curricular work deserves. academic. recognition.
31ated to begtn next fall. Hunt's pragrarn would first focus on academic
~nderachie.vers, .!Xpanding in three years to include all high school
>tudents. So far. in fashioning his proposal, the governor has wisely
~tdestepped making volunteerism or work·study a state requirement for a
high school diploma.
"We try to plan tao much for these youngsters as is," warned Robert
\
student body of any developDonald P. 5amamega, 1
Dear Editor.
Deaton,
Reynolds High School principal and a supporter of making
"'he cecently ·1e1d t~SUNM 'Tlents affec.tmg the UN M
EStudiantes par !a Cuttura !' voiunteerism an elective. "We think we've !lotto take care of every minute
~~lec.tron r1as spurred quite .J st1r ~ornmumty.
of their free time. if we're not mar~;~ careful, we're going to infringe on
w1th1n the :JNM commumty.
David'leianJe, 1 the.se students too much.''
3houid a 'landful tlf dissidents
·
- Gharges of •rregularrttes are decide what .s best far the
'<iva Club I·
Students
seem
to
agree.
Some
45
leaders
from
12
statewide student
i
.,ovaved like 'bloody shirts" 'or the student body1 Gould these sarne
organizations reC<Jntly met in Raleigh and urged their state to move ahead
:1iandestme purpose dt .n- ndivtduals challenge every
with an accredited volunteer program.
\falidating the 11ighest voter Biectian •::allstng· :;anfusion and
Hunt's initiative, of course, will probably encounter opposition from
rurnout m the iast mght years. The ~haas ·~ntil they get thetr way?
segments of the academic community. Some traditionalists have a narrow
~undamental ·~uest1on 's 'JOT :he Should
Ll.SUN M
student
view of what deserves academic credit. Credit hours for out-of-class work,
.:..sUNM ,)r the •Jfection com- •Jrgamzations De ;eft without Dear Editor:
they say, weakens the integrity of a high school dipl~ma.
"nlttee, i:lut rather the >ntegnty of <unds because a 'spectal group''
I read "Great Debate,., Cathy
But under a system that generally extends half·days off - if not
:he student bodv.
oiid not recetve the approval to iine Renfro's front page story Apnl30,
academic credit - to athletes, integrity is a matter of judgment. If
ts coffers Wtth gold?
in whictrshewrote that UNM Vice
educators can make s;><CE!ptions for jocks, can't they do the same for
We recogni~e !he 7act that ~he
:>lot •)ne Jlctanous candidate P:resident Marvm -•swede''
commumty volunteers?
contested election was the
C!..EANEST m 'Titmy vears, that a has iJeen t:harged w1th an election Johnson said h& has always felt
If copied elsewhere, Hunt's pial' for studets could help the thousands of
..,ew "sore iosers ., are nehmd i:he vlaJatton. ~ 0 one has proved that eveyohe has the righ< to speak .
oaor Americans who are slipping through thE! president's threadbare social
CommisssiQn
smokescreen, 3nd. 'llore ·m· •lte· Eiection
safetY net, While creating an army of volunteers, Hunt's program could
<nawingly
or
unknowmgly
l would like !o point out thera is
portantly, !hat the student body
also broaden student cofidence and sharpen their a.ttitudes toward
also the right NO.T to listen. <
schoolwork.
should be ~amplimented for violated the electtan code.
Let's stand behind thE! results of recall what the late William Ernest
selectJng the best candidates.
Many an educator may think that peliticianl! onlY gEmerate shallow
the ;;pring election where people Hocking wrote in ''Freedom of the
to complex. probl~ms. But this st!!te's 9overnor has an apsoluttons.
Michael Gallegos, the elected oJsed their democratic right to Press: A Framework of Principle":
preciation
for the kinetic linkage between education and community
prestd!'mt, stands '1ead and vote. Let:s denounce the small
servi_ce that comes, in part, from his leading a remedial readiilg course at a
shoulders above his closest faction who are trying to speak
"The speaker has no right to
Raletgh htghschooleveyMondaymcrning. Such positive attitudes ""' sa
challenge. His efforts on behalf of !ouder than the student body. compel a hearing. There is a right
lacking.
in gavenment officials - may be jUst tl<-o antidote for America's
the student body resulted in the Moreover, let's not 1 as students, not to listen. Free speech could
~ickly high schools,
lowest tuition 'ncrease in rnany pay twice to get the same not be· free and· listening made
"Schao~s· ought to. be a place where things can happen that change
years and addressed proposed results - competent, dedicated compulsory, that though might be
human
bemgs and their communities," H~Jnt declarE!d re~ntly. "Schools
cuts in student financial aid. officers.
the speaker's dream!"
aren:t some kind of isolated place that hall no relationship to the com·
Students should feel assured :hat
Frank Parks,
mumty: Schools ought to be plaC<Js where thih9s. are happening ihside
Gallegos w11l fully 1nform :he
Arthur H. P:rince
President. Black Students Union
your mtnd, that make you thin, change your attitude and makE! you want
to serve and be a better person."

Letters
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Letters
Is justice deaf, and blind too?

Dear Editor:
The editorial replies to Ms.
Cohen's article on Cholo graffiti
were entirely predictable. They
were the reaction of today's sterile,
neoconservative,
plastiq uemoderne,
pablum-fed
TV
generation.
As the reins of expression
become increasingly tightened, so
too do the viewpoints of the
masses. We seern to be approaching human expression as
something that stJould be conveniently regulated, like turning off
the TV. But self expression never
has and never will allow Itself to be
repressed. That is history.
"Profane" or "less-acceptable"
art forms have always rnet opposition from smaller minds.
Consider that Impressionism was
regarded as an abomination, that
modern dance was anarchistic, that
jazz or rock-and-roll were just noise
and could never last. Luckily, the
critics (frustrated artists) were all
wrong!
Now we have a criticism of a
more secular and profane art form.
What is interesting is not whether
graffiti will last lit will), but what the
source of its criticism is. The
dogmatic ethnocentrism of the
graffiti critics betrays an insidious
position: expression my way or no

way at all, Again, history reminds
us of what happens to those who
attempt to restrict the outlets of the
people - they inevitably bring
about strife. And they always fail.
The inability to .see the world from
another group's viewpoint is our
greatest menace. From that
viewpoint, Ms. Cohen is not so
much a crackpot as her critics are
narrow minded.
The issue here is not even
whether graffiti is art, for the
definition of art is not precise. And
surely we need some order in our
daily lives. The issue is whether or
not graffiti is being dealt with effectively, given that it is .an
ubiquitous phenomenon.
Ms. Cohen correctly reminds us
that some graphics are condoned
because they are paid for, while
others are not because they defy
the established order. If graffiti is an
act of defiance, it will increase as
the oppsltion to it does. By calling
attention to graffiti through
after
programs
modeled
Crimestoppers, the city ad·
ministration creates an atmosphere
that encourages defiance. By
maintaining the status quo and
ignorance of other people's ways,
Ms. Cohen's critics give graffiti
writers more to defy. They might as
well accept graffiti as part of the

Dear Editor:
.
1recently heard the latest judgement in the Labor Day WIPP act1on case.
If you will recall, on Labor Day, 1981,29 people w~re. arrested on charges
of trespassing at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site m southeastern New
Mexico. One demonstrator pled "no contest" ancl ~as sentenced to a $50
fine. Seven newspeople pled "not guilty," and rece1ved th~ same ~entence
upon conviction. Twenty demonstrators an? one of the JOurnalists were
tried together, pled "not guii1Y.'' were conv1cted, and were sentenced to
30 days and $250 fines.
All of the latter felt the sentence was out of line with the nature of the
crime, and disparate with the sentences p~eviously handed down for the
same offense. Appeals of the sentence were made, and the twenw
demonstrators, upon appeal, received the same 30 days and $250. Twenw
of the 30 days were suspended until fine payment. Ten days were served,
and later many $250 fines were paid by supporters of the action.
Kenneth McCormack, the journalist, had a separate appeal. His case
should have been no different from the seven other newspeople. They all
crossed the barricade together, without forethought, to follow their
stories. The court, trying Mr. McCormack's appeal, admitted his case was
identical to the other seven. His sentence from that court, however, was
not identical. His conviction upheld; he was sentenced to 30 days
(suspended), and a $500 fine.
J, for one, was appalled. Is it the practice of the courts that the further
you go on appeal, the worse the sentences get? Justice may be blind, but I
think she's going deaf. Didn't she hear the appeal for a just sentence?
Mr. McCormack will appeal this outrageous sentence. I hope that the
urban landscape, or move to an next court remembers that this one out of eight newspeople did nothing to
asceptic, expressionless en- warrant a sentence ten times heavier than the rest.
vironment.
Sincerely,
Matthew F. Schmader,
Margaret Darr
Anthropology

Dear Editor:
This letter 1s m response to Elizabeth Cohen's
commentary on April 28. The article states "regional
artists use some of the cholo graffiti forms in their
work and MA candidates in photography compile
portfolios of it and write their dissertations about it."
I think society today has a true need for people with
doctoratal degrees in cholo writing.
Last week, while riding the bus, I was studying
some of this cholo art on the window. (I had no
choice, because this art prevented me from seeing
through the window.) My curiosi1Y led me to in·

Dear Editor;
As students, faculty, alumni, and
friends of UN M, we wish to bring to
the attention of the university
communi1Y the critical situation of
Lu Hsiu-lien. She is currently
serving a 12-year sentence in
Taiwan on charges of sedition. Ms.
Lu suffers from a disease. of the
thyroid, and it is not reported that
she has a variety of new symptoms

vestigate the beautiful engravings in tile seat, but
most of them were destroyed by the dirty capitalists
(probably relatives of Madison Avenue people) who
sewed the seat back together for some strange
reason. Immediately upon returning to my room, 1
called the bus company and asked that, in the future,
the cholo inscriptions and engravings be protected
rather than destroyed and that the bus company
should change its name from "Suntran of
Albuquerque'' to ''Albuquerque Traveling Museums."
Ttm Kneafsey

which indicate her .condition is
worsening.
Ms. Lu, a lawyer, writer and one
of the best-known feminists in
Taiwan, was arrested in December
1979. She had spoken at a Human
Rights Day Rally that ended in a
clash with the police,. Amnesty .
International, a non-partisan
human rights organization, has
adopt~d Ms. Lu as a priso~er of
conse~ence because there IS no

Re-elect JUDGE

evidence that she has used or
advocated violence and it appears
that she is detained from her
political views. Her conviction in
April1980 by a military tribunal was
based on a confession made under
threats of execution.
Letters expressing concern about
Lu Hsiu~iien's ill health and asking
for inquiries on her behalf at the
Republic of China on Taiwan
Coordination Council for North
American Affairs should be addressed to New Mexico members
of Congress;
Senator Pete V. Domenici, 4239
Dirksen Bldg., Washington, D.C.
20510; Senator .Harrison H. Schmitt, 5313
Dirksen
Bldg.,
Washington, D.C. 20510; Manuel
Lujan Jr., 1323 Longworth Bldg.,
Washington, D.C. 20515.
Sincerely,
Gail Baker
Joe Brawley
Dorie Bunting Matthieu Casalis
Jack Cargill
Monica Goubaud
Amy Conger
Sarah Cogswell
Karen Corbett
Charles Davis
Mary Kay Dunphy Terry Storch
Joanne Heisel
Reuben Hersh
Carmen Jorge
Donald Riggs
David Rutchrnan
Marj Byler

NEW MEXICO COURT OF APPEALS

A Man of Intellectual Stature
·Who Brings Compassion to the Law
'
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-Ghana: revolutionary horror s~t~o~r·~·e~~S;;;=::=::;=;:o==:;==:::;UPPER

States were planning an invasion of
Ghana to reinstate (former
president) Lim ann. (The comic note
was that the invasion was of t&nks,
troops and movie stars - yes, they
really said that.) Anc;l everyone
believed it. There was an antiAmerican demonstration in Accra.
Later, the story was fully retracted
but the damage was done.
The trend is to lean toward Libya·
and Iran of all people. Shocking as
it may sound, the government is
constantly talking about Western
imperialism and how America and
Europe have caused all Ghana's

troubles. Ghana turning anti-west!
Of course Libya is right there with
its donations of barrels of oil.
(Libya is heading the OAU this year
and is courting African countries
for suppQ[t of its policles.) Two
Americans and one West German
were deported from Valco (Volta
Aluminium Corp.) for being spies.
The evidence is that they had taped
some radio broadcasts, kept a diary
of the events in Ghana, and
operated a transmitter belonging to
VALCO. How many volunteers,
workers and missionaries could be
found with the same "evidence?"
This country is spy cr81,y. I would
.
. be very hesitant to take any pictures
~----------------------------, now other than in my own town.
I When people say "Peace Corp·
I s ... spies!" it's. not funny anymore.

continued fram ptJge 1
Th~re are rumors of countercoups, attempts on Jerry Rawling's
life, and comment on how unstable
the government still is. More
rumors: ;miva!s of Libyan and
Cuban troops; British mercenaries
training soldiers for a countercoup, Libya supplying arms to
Ghana. Who !mows what is true?
I'm sceptical of any news I hear but
I wouldn't doubt a lot of it. The
newspapers and radio are now
mouthpieces for the revolution,
On Jan. 27 the big news was that
Nigeria, Britain and the United
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changes in Ghana. It hasn't affected the village life at all, and the
most educated people have strong
ties with Europe or America, so
they don't go along, but the people
in the middle - the students, the
semi-educated and the soldiers have
latched onto it. I suppose the
government is using it to unite the
people, but at what a price.
The incidents have increasd of
people accusing us as spies,
saboteurs and imperialists, and

6'-

•
"U ,S. go home!" That really hurts.
It's when I go travelling outside .my
town t!Jat I recognize the revolution
and its changes. You just never
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The western Air Force unleashes a new weapon against high airfares.
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The Liberation Fare from the Western
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know what is going to happen while
travelling or walking in Kumasi. I
don't feel physically threatened
because. for every person who might
be hostile there are several others
who would step betweeen him and
you. But friendly, hospitable
Ghana - what has happened? For
these incidents to occur with any
frequency at all is an indication of
the new element of mistrust and
nationalism.
There have been several unpleasant incidents involving me
andor Me-- and G--, and I'm very
glad I have only a few months of
service left. Ghana is not "sweet"
now. While I've struggled through
job problems and what is termed
"physical hardship," what would
send me home in a very short time
would be the hostile environment.
Curfew is still from 10 p.m. to 5
a.m. Soldiers are much in evidence
on the main roads and in the cities.
Some are as nice and courteous as
you could hope for. Others,
however ... especially if drunk,
which is often. You just never know
what to expect. There are checkpoints - border stops - just
outside the larger Cities and I get
nervous every time. Soldiers are the
authority. They carry rifles and
machine guns. They are not to be
questioned. They have humiliated
people at the border stops and
beaten people. They are truly drunk
with power. I've seen them line
people up on the road and make
them do push-ups or crawl on their
knees carrying a bag of cocoa or
hop up and down like frogs. One
woman made an uncomplimentary
remark
which
a
soldier
overheard - she had to strip off
her clothes and stand in the road.
Everyone has their own horror
stories. The worst perhaps you have
already heard: it happened in
l<umasi and turned the city upside
down for a while. A soldier was
killed in a church by the
congregation - supposedly he was
waving his gun around, telling the
, people to get out and fill potholes;
the minister told him to leave, and
the soldier took aim. A police
woman in the congregation
knocked him down and the
congregation beat him (to death.)
When the news got out, soldiers
seized the minister and beat him to
death; they drove the body around
Kttmasi on the front Of a truck and
continued on page 12
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CONCEPTIONS ~
· · Sou'rHWEST
New Private Mid-School

Coronado Academy
2721 Arizona N.E. 881-9300

Grades 4-8
Limited Enrollment • Small Classes
• Individual Attention • Strong Academic Program • Certified Teachers
• Optional After School Program, 3-5 pm
• Bus Service Available

Parents Meeting: May 10 & May 17

.

The supervisor of the
vlrulogy depertmBnt of the
state's scientific leboretorlas,
Rick
Steece,
Injects
chloroform Into a beg containing a cat In case the en/mel
Is Infested with plague-ridden
fiBBS, left.
Above, Steece examines
serums In a Quantum Reeder
Spectometer which is mainly
used in Identifying immunity
to Rubella, or German
measles.

RObert Sanchez

The Supervisor of Virulogy of the New Mexico State Health end Environment
Department, Rick Staece, scrutinizes the contents of a flask. The flask contains an

7:30 pm Hospitality Room,
First National Bank, Sandia Plaza,
Candelaria & Juan Tabo
Anthony B, Pi no
May Test Dates
HEADMASTER
May 8 & May 22

enzyme which is breaking down part of a placenta to be used to grow virus
cultures.

Looking at New Mexico's Virology Department
Student Bookstore
2122 Central SE
243-1777
Opposite UNM Campus

Mom's Day Sale
Robert Sanchez
The Virulogy Oepartment of the
New Mexico State Health and
Environment Department, isolates
and identifies viruses for rabies,
Influenza, herpes, Rubella (German
measles),
respiratory
viruses,
ehteroviruses
(i.e.,
polio),
mycoplasma and chlamydia.
The department supervisor, Rick
Steece, said the department tests
approximately 1,000 animals a year
for rabies. During the month of
March, for example, he said the
department tested 65 dogs, 37 cats,
seven skunk,s, two bats, one raccoon, one cow and one listed as
other wild. Three skunks turned out
positive to the rabies testing.

Monday-Saturday year round

Best prices paid for
New and Used texts

Robert San<:hc;

Anne Babcock of the stets's virulogy department, checks the
specimen-tube lebels with the slips of dote to ensure the iden·
tifications mBtch.

''Skunks have rabies throughout
the state,'' Steece said. He said that
problems do exist in the counties in
the southern part of the state, He
added that the lab will only test
animals if there has been some type
of human contact with the animal
suspected of having rabies. He said
that New Mexico has not suffered
an illness resulting from rabies in
years because of the advancement
in preventitive programs.

Steece also said that the
department tests • about 1,200
people a month for German
measles. He said that it is especiall)•
important for women who are or
intend to be pregnant to be tested
for immunity to the virus because it
causes birth defects.
For more information, Steece
said the Health and Environment
Department should be contacted.

20% off
Ladies tops, dresses, skirts, & jewelry

Gener•l Stores
8117 Menaul NE
111 Harvard SE
(across from Hoffmantown) (across from UNM)

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

Game world • • •
Wednesday is

Ladies· Night
6 Games $1.00
30 Games
To Play

5·12 midnight
247-4120

Ladies &
Guest

Pug~

12, N<"w

~h·xko

Daily Lobo,

~1ay
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-Ghana letter details massacre of 170
oontinucd from page 8

forced people to spit and urinate on
the bbdy, Then the body was
burned in the main circle. Members
of the church were hunted down
and killed - about 170 people!
Also the police woman who had
initially knocked down the soldier
had been shot in the arm during the
scuffle and was in the hospital.
Soldiers broke into her room and
shot her on the hospital bed.
Ministers of all churches,
especially priests in cassocks, were
harra1scd in the following days and
many church cars were confiscated.
The 8 p.m. curfew was reinstated
until things calmed down. Mass
chaos, as you can imagine. I didn't
witness any of that.
My own worst experience
happened last week on the way to
the Brong-Ahafo region. Our bus
was stopped to help unload bags of
cocoa from a truck to a cocoa
shed- part of the People's
Revolution. We had heard about it
before, buf this was the first time
I'd been involved. The bus would
unload and everyone would carry
one bag of cocoa a short distance to
unload it, then leave - just to help
Ghana get its cocoa crop evacuated;
a very noble idea. I don't mind
carrying a bag, provided I am able
to without breaking my spine and
I'm glad to help Ghana in any small

way- that's why l'm here, right?
Still I was dreading it because I'd
have to make such a spectacle of
myself. So M--and I lined up with
the rest of the people, trying unsuccessfully to look inconspicuous.
The soldier in charge of the
operation was carrying- or rather
swinging - a large, unfriendly
rifle, reeking of akpeteshie (sugar
cane spirits) and quite drunk. He
singled us out a11d forcefully
pushed us toward the cocoa truck
yelling at us that we were saboteurs
and trying to destroy Ghana - tht
usual rhetoric about "your
country" - though he didn't even
know which country we were from,
Immediately my good intentions
about carrying cocoa from Ghana
vanished,
The men were good-naturedly
unloading, while the women stood
there, The soldier was yelling at the
women to get in line and unload,
but none of them were, and the men
were telling them to stay back.
Obviously it is usual for the man to
do it and the women not to .take
part.
But the soldier was making a
special case of pushing us up there.
I decided he could shoot me if he
wanted, but I was not going to
carry cocoa unless the other women
did. Really, I was so furious I
would have certainly died before

being so humiliated. That's all he
wanted was to have his joke. The
other people on the bus couldn't
leave, so we (or I, rather - M--was
much more philosophical about it)
stomped up and demanded a bag to
get it over with. Five or six men
jumped in front of us and said NO
we were not going to carry any
cocoa. (I think the onlookers were
quite embarrassed and upset at a
soldier harrassing white women.)
Fine, but the soldier's got the gun!
Who do you listen to? While the
soldier
was
distracted
by
something - fortunately
his
concentration was not good - wt
hustled back to the bus and went.
Very unpleasant. It's quite possible
to hate Ghana these days, but
fortunately only in waves.
These are a few isolated incidents, but similar things are
happening all over. The borders are
quite tight - bringing money or a
lot of supplies across is very tricky.
They
are
searching
very
thoroughly. Black marketing
sounds suicidal - one missionary
was imprisoned and a German
volunteer beaten up on the Northern border. The Embassy and
Peace Corps issued an emergency
evacuation plan - pretty worthless. We are to meet at assigned
places and wait for the Embassy to
pick us up. Considering we are

I've told a rather grim story.
absolutely last priority - even
after the Marines - on the However, it seem unreal as I sit here
evacuation order, I wouldn't put in Bepoa. In a large. sense Ghana is
much faith in it. The unofficial the same and always will be; If the
word from Peace Corps is every hostility ever penetrated to my own
man for himself, keep a bag town I'd be out in a minute because
packed, hang on to your passport, it's only because of these people
and have hard currency. Just in that I stay, continuing my basically
case. Myself, I don't think it will futile task of improving health,
come to that, at least in our service. knowing the odds against a positive
A lot would bave to happen to change, but still .b,oping that some
break down relations that much. spark might be set and something I
The Embassy issued a directive only . do may help. Still an idealist, I
so they could report to Washington suppose. How else could we survive?
that such an emergency plan exists.

UNM professors receive
Guggenheim awards
Two UNM professors are among
277 scholars and artists to share in
fellowships totaling more than $5
million.
Adjunct Professor of Art Anne
Noggle and Associate Professor of
English William C. Dowling have
been awarded the year-long
fellowships from the John Simon
Guggenheim
Memorial
Foundation.
Noggle is a nationally recognized
photographer whose work will be

featured in a book to be published
by UNM next year. She began her
career at age 42, after working as a
crop-duster pilot, flying instructor
and Women's Air Service pilot.
Her work this year will be a
photographic study of the aging
process as seen in the faces of
middle-age American women. She
plans to travel to the Pacific Northwest, the East Coast and the South.
"There's a dignity in the aging
process," said Noggle.
A former curator of photography
at the Museum of Fine Arts in
Santa Fe, Noggle has received two
National Endowment for the Arts
fellowships, and will have a oneperson show next year at the
Chicago Center for Contemporary
Photography.
Dowling plans to spend his year
as a fellow of the Institute for
Advanced
Studies
in
the
Humanities at Edinburgh. He plans
to use the libraries in Edinburgh to
complete his study of "internal
audience" in the English verse
epistle.
·
"It is a Work equally concerned
with critical theory and 18thcentury literature. To misunderstand audience is to misunderstand the poem," said Dowling.
A member of the UNM faculty
since 1975, Dowling holds a
doctorate from Harvard. He
received a National Humanities
Center fellowship in 1979 and has
written three books.
·

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF

Cinco de Mayo
MAY 5th

We're throwing a party and you're invited!

Class
Ad
Deadline

THE WEEK!

Paul Bauer
'Alluvial Fans'
Faculty/Staff Volleyball

lliL!I•

. Join us in celebrating the famous Mexican Holiday.
Cmco de Mayo, to commemorate Mexico's victory over the
French forces at the Battle of Pueblo back in 1862.
So Wednesday, May 5th, France's loss is your gain when
everyone is invited to come and join the festivities at Garcia's
from 11 AM to closing:

''•ul

l·u•r\ cl,n t
\Jmfclull:ltl
•l!!·l!fnlt Jfiufm!tr

Live mariachi music
Free chips and salsa
Our world famous margarltas for only $ t .00
in the restaurant and lounge
Redeemable "free lunch" certificates for everyone eating
lunch or dinner on May Sth.
So come party with us Wednesday, May 5th and celebrate

... - }lmttmll~m}
Hu11111

1.11

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T-SHlRT,
LOBO MASCOT DRINK
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CAFID AND A RED'
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

Cinco de Mayo at Garcia's of Scottsdale.

1~--------~--~---------~-----.
. .·.·
. .
---------·-~------,

FREE order of French Fries -1
!
with any purchase.
!
1

I

I. .
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.

6301 Uptown NE
884~7900

I

I

Coupon expires 5-9·82
------~-----------~-~---~--~------~---------~--J
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ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 YALESE
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Home with Judy and Emily Pratt, Scootie and Boo~Boo
Robert Wood
State Representative Judy Pratt
was helping her 11-year-old
Heather with a science experiment
when I arrived for a Sundayafternoon interview. "I'm not
helping with content, just with
form,'' she explained as she fought
to get the rub-on letter ''M" in
"TOMATO" to stick to the poster
board.
She had been an Albuquerque
Public School teacher for six years
and seemed to be in her element as
she diligently continued her proj~ct.
She was petite and fiesly, with an
age-effacing smile. "You want to
talk abopt reapportionment? Let
me get the maps and show you."
While l wailed, Emily, her
younger daughter, kept me occupied with five fuzzy kittens.
During another break 7-year-old
Emily introduced me to the family
dog, Christie: two ducks, Scootie

and Zelda: and a gerbil named BooBoo.
"Reapportionment
is
discriminatory," Pratt remarked
when she returned with the maps
and statistics, "The formula counts
voters, not people."
The effect is to discriminate
against precincts with low voter
turnout. Students and minorities,
who tend to vote lightly, are poorly
represented, she declared.
To illustrate, Pratt picked the
246th Precinct, which includes a
large minority population from the
Mountain View Apartments. The
discriminatory
formula shows
17,016 fewer people in that precinct
than were counted in the census,
she said.
"lt distorts in both directions.
Precincts with high voter turnout
get over-represented,'' she said,
The proposed plan of reapportionment, claims Pratt, is based
on actual census counts, Accor-

dingly, she would lose one large wheeling and dealing and power aid is by demanding decreased
precinct and gain three smaller ones struggles. Prall thinks politics military spending, she said,
to eliminate the 4,000 people over- involves more than just opIn addition to her legislative
portunists looking out for their own
counted in her district.
duties
arid family obligations, Pratt
District IS's new boundaries iMerests,
works
as a part-time secretary for
"In its best sense politics is a way
would extend north and south from
Lomas to Gibson and west to east of life. It's descriptive of the way the Teacher's Federation,
from Yale to Montclaire. The 'the people' work in the social
Her h\lsband, Orville, is a
redistribution would put the system - their thrust for power.
Albuquerque Technical. Vocational Voting is just one part of this social computer analyst for the Inhalation
Toxicology Instiwte. He swept the
Institute (T-Vl) and mare of UNM motion," she said.
Pratt said that since she was kitchen floor and fixed the girls'
in her district, greatlY expanding
the student population she elected in 1978 she has fought for lunch as we concluded the inlower student-teacher ratios in the terview,
represents.
and for collective
classroom
"I've got a !ot of students,
"People ask me if I get
Hispanics and Asians that don't bargaining for public employees
vote bec<tuse they haven't been and farmworkers. She said she frustrated, but I don't," Pratt said.
given a choice. Traditionally, no opposes the introduction of union· "State government is a fa~cinating
one has fought for them," she busting "right-to-work" laws in the process, but I don't consider myself
a liberal do-gooder. I try to express
state.
continued.
the rising movement of people
The
only
way
university
students
She said they aren't apathetic,
but see politics only as back roam can guarantee themselves financial fighting for their rights,"

-Hoffman--------contiQued from page 1
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KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL
We've Been Helping Students
For Over 31 Years
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"Let Us Help You Make The Grade"

.and drop me off in Mexico."
"I would have gladly gone to
Mexico but would have rather gone
on my own drugs," he said.
He was "Watergated" long
before it was fashionable, Hoffman
said. "This is one Jew they are not
going to sweep under the rug."
Liddy declined. to make opening
statements but said he would
probably be more popular on
campuses if "he had run away, had
plastic surgery and had become a
drug pusher.
In the first question of the
debate, Austin asked if books
should be banned.
The state should not have the
right to ban books or ideas,
Hoffman . said. "Liddy's book
could not be banned like mine."
He said the only way an individual has free opinion is to go
out and let themselves be heard.
Liddy said he agrees that materhd

should not be banned, but the
government should have the right
to ban material in extreme
situations.
Censorship is a role for the
government if the national security
is at stake, he said.
Liddy said he believed the most
serious problem facing the United
States is the poor condition of
public education.
''I send my five children to
private school because they are not
free to learn in public schools, he'

said."
Hoffman said he sees the lack of
vision as the problem since individu~ls are more concerned with
the material things.
He feels Liddy committed a
crime during Watergate when he
broke the "trust of the American
people," Hoffman said.
Hoffman said he worked for
change within the system in the
1960s, but there must be outside

When you Do "A" Quality Work

(.A..ner~,ro,.,_,,
3417 CEJn'RAL liE
524 COROIIADO CEIITER
1713 JUAI'I TABO liE

266·7~

883·5373
296•4888

Daily Lobo
Questionnaire
To those UNM students who received a
Daily Lobo Questionnaire:

agitation to change the system.
Government should not regulate
morality and ethics, Liddy said,
because ethics is an individual
"nature of mind." The government
should not decide on the legal
killing of unborn children.
"I don't think we should kill
unborn children any more than
born children," he said.
Hoffman said a fetus does not
assume life until the age of 23 and'
then the mother can do what ever
she likes.
Regarding gun control, Liddy
said hand gun control has not
worked in the past and will not
work in the future, and he does not
believe it will solve crime problems.
He said there has been some
changes during the Carter administration that would increase
domestic spying but in his opinion
not enough since the constraints
would prevent the CIA from doing
their jab effectively.
Hoffman said the debate is not
part of a traveling road show as it
has been portrayed in the media.
He considers Liddy to be one of the
great war criminals of the era.
He does not support the draft,
Hoffman said. He believes in·
dividuals should serve their
country, but should work within
the country,
"We are in a country of draft
dodgers, and I'm proud to be one
of them," 1-!.offman said.
After formal questioning from
the panel, the audience en·
thusiastically participated in a
question and answer session opened
to the public.

Please Respond
You are part of a scientifically chosen
sample and your opinion is important to
us.

Sabine Ulibarri
Prlmeros Encuentros
First Encounters

Tony Hillerman
The Dark Wind

Mail your
questionnaire today!

Up
~r~ee
N.C.H.O. will bave a meetins Wednesday, May 5
at IBIS koma N.E., 7:00 p.m. There will be an
election or ortlccrs. All p~hcaith .students
welcomed.
tbe ASUNM 'rextbooic Co-op will be open until
May 21st; will re-open for the suminer May 3i until
June j l, 24 hour phone service provided, Call '1.11
4

3701.

Jose Smilfo ~Jacheeo of' MeXIco City will deliver a
lecture on Thursday, May 6 at 3:30 in the Ortega
Read~ng Room. Pai:heto, a winner of national
awa-rds In poetry .and journalism In Meltico has .served
as: a Visiting ptofeSJot at Cnlumbia 1 Oxford and the
Unlvcrshy or· TCxas. The lecture Is Sponsoted by
tetras Vivas and the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages. .,:'or mote information call
Susan Haddaway al217·6600, 217~3721 or .345·6044.

ASUNM PEC, in conjunction With
S & V Productions brings you

"The Plaid Party"
This Friday M~y_7th 8pm spa Ballroom featuring the Suspen-

derz and the V1s1tors. A pla1d costume contest will be held. 1st
prize is $100 worth of free records. The first 100 people admit·
ted with plaid costumes on will receive a free plaid T-shirt.
See you at the party.

Hector Garcia
World renowned guitarist,
will ploy
Refreshments
and
Entertainment
Please Join Us.
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ACTIVITIES

National Chicano Health
Organization
welcomes all pr.e-health students to
our monthly meeting, this
Wednesday, May .5, 7:00pm at
1815 Roma NE
Election of Officers and
C.E.P. Announcements

SUMMER
WORK-STUDY
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Contact the
Afro-American Center
For More Information:
1819 Roma N.E.
277-5644 or 5645

•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
:
Gameworld...
:
:

in conjunction with

;

•

•e

Channel 14

•

Brings to Albuquerque

•
•

:
•
:

The first
3-D Movie
"Revenge of the Creature"

:
•
:

e
e

•
•.
•

e
e
•

May 18th-May 22nd
Channel 14
Get your 3-D glasses at
Gameworld

e
e

•
:
•

2 pairs for $1.00
(limited quantities)

e
e

Don't Miss It!

•

••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
ASUNM-PEC
in conjunction with
Innervisions,
is proud to present

The
Oak Ridge Boys

guitarist Debbie Brown is featured for dinner music
from 7 to 10 p,m, Easy-listening piano music compliments the dinnertime atmosphere on weekday
evenings,
TAVERNA LOUNGE (800 Rio Grande NW)- Red Norvo
and the Kieth Greko Trio are entertaining aUhe lounge
in the Sheraton Old Town Inn through the end of next
week. Music is nightly frqm 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

THE SuBWAY STATION - Dances are. scheduled for both
Friday and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:.30 ;1.m.
with Jams Unlimited providing the music. The
Subway Station is located on lower level of the Student
Union Building. Admission is $2 for students and $3
for the general public.
EIOHTH ANNUAL STRAWBERBY FJlSTrvAL- On Saturday,
May 8th, from 10 a.m. to ~ p.m. at Civic Plaza,
Serendipity Day School is sponsoring a day of refreshments, a flea market, a silent auction, c_hildren's activities and free continuous entertamment. All
proceeds will go to benefit the non-profit work of the
Serendipity Day School.
·
GREAT RAcE - The Great Race will take place May 15
and will begin at North Beach, six miles north of
Corrales Beach. The pre-race meeting for the race
down the Rio Grande is scheduled for 2 p.m., May 8 at
the Civic Auditorium. For more information, call 7664857.
SCRAB)ILE PLAYERS Qua No. 129 meets Tuesdays at 7
p,m at Joa-Joa's Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission is
$1 for each person.
THE BROADWAY JAZZ Qua meets Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m in the in the Tamarind Restaurant in the
Galleria. This week jazz from Laney -McDonald's
Swinging Crew is in store. Membership at the jazz club
is $30 annually.
SHOWDOWN TENNIS CLuB OPEN HousE - On Sunday,
May 2), from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., Showdo~
Tennis and Swim Club is having an open house to giVe
non-members an opportunity to see the Showdown
grounds and facillities. Non-members can also register
to win a free .social membership fee,

ART SHOWS
AL!IUQUERQUE MusEUM - "The Dangers and Effects of
~uclear War" is presently at the Albuquerque
Museum. This show 'will run in conjunction with
Ground Zero, a non-partisan, nation-wide week of
community-based discussion and events designed to
educate the public on the subject of nuclear War,
"Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions at the museum. The
former is a kinetic sculpture designed for children and
the latter is a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
Hours are Tuesday through Sunday 10 a.m. to S p.m.
ALnUQUERQUE UNITED Al\nsrs - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media. crafts exhibition open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is schelduled through June
1.982. For more information phone 243-0531 or
contact The Downtown Center for the Arts, 216
Central SW. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday I 1
a.m. to 4 p.m.
HOSHOUB GALLERY - Now showing is an exhibit which
features recent works by BettY Parsons. Gallery hours
are Tuesday through Saturday, 12:30 to 5:30p.m.
THE JoNSON GALLERY -Showing until May 16 are works
by the art education faculty. The works include several
types of media and several different approaches to,
and resulting from, art education. Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.
MAXWELL MusEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY- "FiestaS of San
Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial art from Michoacan,
Mexico will show until September I 982. Hours are
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and Sunday l to 5 p.m.
MERIDIAN GALLERY - Collage is the featured media in
Kim Arthun's show "New Work on Paper." The show
will run through May 6. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday 11 a.m. to4 p.m.; and Sunday I to 4 p.m.
MOUNTAIN RoAD GALLERIES (1501 Mountain Road NW)
is a new gallerY featuring a blend of fine arts, contelltporary crafts and southwestern primitives ~ In
Gallery I will be oils and bronzes by Bettie J. Moran,
mixed-media sculpture by Laurie Archer and carved
Adobe art by Holly Haas. Gallery II will feature a
select group of artists and craftsmen including Martha
Slaymaker and Nonnan Boyles. Both shows will run
through May 16. Museum hours are Wednesday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to S p.m. and Sunday
from I to S p.m.
RisiNG SUN MEDIA ARTS CENTER (Santa Fe) -A. show of
handworkcd photostats Wth selected readings by Santa
Fe artist Doris Cross will continue through May 17.

on sale now
ASAGALLERY
FINE: ARTS MUSEUM
UNM BOOKSTORE

LIVING BATCH
ASA G~LLEBY - Showing in conjunction with Con.
ceptions Southwest will be show featuring the artists
whose work is featured in the latest edition of the
arts/literary magazine.
ROSWELL MUSEUM AND ART CENTER -Now Showing are
the works of three photographers; Rick Dingus, Scott
Hyde and David Kaminsky. The show is in the Horgan
Gallery of the Roswell Museum until May 30.
UNM ABT MUSEUM -Running through May 21 will be
"Photographs by Bart l'arker."; and running through
May 16 will be M.A. theses and M.F.A dissertation
works. Museum hours are Tuesday through Friday,JO
a.mto3p.m.
WILDINE GALLERIES - An all-media group show will
feature the work of four new Wildine members and
will run from May 30 until June 4. A reception for the
artists is planned for May 30 from 6 to 8 p.m.

THEATERS
THREE Acrs OF PASSioN -The Vortex Theater presents
three one-act plays by three of history's most sue·
cessful playwrites, The show includes William
Soroyan's Hello Out There; Tennesee William's I
Can't Imagine Tomorrow And Anton Chekov's
Marriage Proposal. Showtimes are Thursday through
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2:30. The show wilt
run from May 6 through the 23. Tickets are $4; $3.50
for students and senior citizens. For reservations and
more information call the Vortex at 247·8600.
JusT KIDDING - The Albuquerque Little Theater
presents an original, fun, family musical which will run
through May 8. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday maiinees
at 2 p.m. Tickets start at $5. For more information and
reservations call the Albuquerque Little Theater at 2424315.
THE LION IN WINTER - This classic play by James
Goldman will be presented by the St. Pius X High
School Drama Department on May 7 and 9 at 8 p.m. at
the St. Sebastian Gym, on the ·St. Pius Campus.
Tickets are $2.50 general admission ..
BALLAD OF BABY JoE -This Musical by Douglas Moore
will be presented in Popejoy Hall by the Albuquerque
Opera Theater at 8 p.m., May 7 and 8, Tickets for
students with current ID are $3.00 and are available at
the fine arts box office.
CoLEMAN/FREEDMAN DANCE PERFOBMANCE - The
Univeristy of New Mexico Department of Theater arts
presents Terese Freedman and Jim Coleman in con·
cert, May 7 and 8 at 8 p.m. in the Experimental
Theatre. These two guest faculty members have been
teaching
Modern
Technique and Composition/lmprovisation, and have toured throughout
the United States and Denmark, performing,
choreographing, and teaching workshops. This concert
is a culmination of their Albuquerque stay. Tickets are
$4.00; $3.00 for students and faculty. For more in·
fonnation call the Fine Arts Box office at 277-4402.

DANm's (2900 Coors NW) This weekend,
Albuquerque's premier jazz club presents music by The
Atomic Donald Band and L.A. Forever. Music begins
at 8:30p.m.
FnAn\'s NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE) -On Friday and
Saturday night Carmel plays contemporary rock music
for listening and dancing. Music starts at 9 p.m.
FRIAR's PuB(6825 Lomas NE)- The modern rock sound
of Sassy Jones is featured both on Friday and Saturday
night.
GmRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) ~ Modern
rock, top 40 music by Trouble will be featured through
the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m. on both
Friday and Saturday night.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo)- Friday
night is country music night; Saturday night is disco
night. Wednesday nights are drink-and-drown nights
with 25-cent well drinks from 7 to 9 p.m.
HUNGRY BE~R (1200 Wyoming Blvd. NE) - This
weekend, the contemporary rock sounds of the Texas
group, Gibralter, fills the air. Music starts at 9 p.m.
NED's EL PORTAL (4200 Central SE) - Top 40 music,
contemporary tunes and oldies by Sons of Rodin are
scheduled for this weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m.
PALOMINO CLUB- The Riding Shotgun Will begin playing
country music at 9 p.m. on both Friday and Saturday
night.
THE SYNDICATE (2225 Wyoming NE) - Folksinger and

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Monday:
Raices - Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.

SIX JAPANESE DIBECTORS - The comparative survey of
six Japanese directors continues Friday and Saturday
at the Rising Sun Media Arts Center in Santa Fe. The
concluding films. will be Akira Kurosawa's Yo}imbo
May 7·8 and Nagisa Oshima's The Ceremony May 1415 at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $3 to all the films.

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES
ARTHUR- Wyoming
AnANnc CITY - Coronado Four
Bony HEAT- Don Pancho's (May 5·6)
CHARIOTS OF FIBE -Wyoming
CHJN-'TOWN- Don Pancho's (May 5-6)
Ci.AsH OF THE TITANS - Eastdale
DEATHTRAP - Winrock
DEATHWJSH I I - Far North, Winrock
DRAOONSLAYER- Eastdale
FANTASIA- Highland
FORBIDDEN WORLD -Far North, Los Altos Twin
IP You COULD SEE WHAT I HEAR- Coronado Four
ON GOLDEN PoND- Louisiana Blvd.
THE GREAT MUPPET CAPER- Far North
THE LONE RANGER -Far North
PARASITE- Cinema East
PARTNERS- Coronado Four, Montgome.ry Plaza
l'ENITENTIARY li - Montgomery Plaza
PoRKY's- Lobo, Louisiana Blvd.
QUEST FOR FiRE- Coronado Four
RoBIN HooD - Far North
SOME KlND OF HERO -Montgomery Plaza
THE SwoRD AND THE SORCERER - Cinema East,
Louisiana Blvd,
VICTOR/VICTORIA- Los Altos Twin
THE WoMAN NEXT DoOR- The Guild (April30·May 6)

GYROS· Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD· with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert
We now have Beer and Wine!!

CONCERTS

Tuesday:
Home of Happy Feet- Folk· Bluegrass music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday:
Homecookin.'- Blues music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday:
The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday:
Jazz Alive!,
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New Wave music.
Midnight to 1 a.m.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BooART's (Montgomery Plaza) - This weekend feature!
contemporary rock and oldies by Bop in the upstairs
lounge, and downstairs it's music by Hot Augusi.
Music starts at 9 p.m. Monday through Friday.
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central NE) ~ Back at the Ra~ch
begins playing at S p.m for cocktail hour; Nashville
Express furnishes music for dancing at 8 p.m.
CHELSEA STREET Puu (Coronado Center) - Easy·
listening folk music by Lash Lane will be featu:ed
through the end of May 8. Music, contests and dnnk
specials all start at 9 p.m.
CoWBOY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) ~ Friday and
SatUI'day night the country rock music of Arrow
Memphis are heard.

BOOKSTORE

MOVIES

Saturday:
Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music.
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday
Something Classic- Cla~sical music,
11:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient Express- International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singfng Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

BLACK SABBATH/0U'J'LAWS- The concert is scheduled at
Tingley Coliseum on Mother's Day, May 9, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available through all Giant ticket outlets.
JoAN JETT - This concert, originally scheduled for May
4, has been post-poned until June 15, at 8 p.m. at the
Civic Auditorium. Tickets are available through Giant
ticket outlets.
THE PHJLISTEENS will be performing in their Santa Fe
debut on May 15 at 8:30 p.m. in the Alumni Hall on
the College of Santa Fe campus. Tickets are available
in Santa Fe at Music and More, St. Michael's ViJlage
West.
JonN McLAuGHLIN -The Broadway Jazz aub presents
in concert John McLaughlin and Special Guests Katia
and Marielle La beque. The concert is set for Monday,
May 10, at 8:15p.m. Advanced ticketsare$8.50; and
$10.00 the night of the concert; and are available
through. Ticketmaster outiets or the Broadway Jazz
club.
ALL GERSHWIN FEsrrvAL - This recital by duo pianists
Michael Jamanis and Frances Veri which was
originally scelduled for April 25 at the First United
Methodist Church, has been post·poned until June 6.
This concert will feature variations on "I Got Rhythm"; the Second Rhapsody; and the master.piece
Rhapsody In Blue.
SENIOR RECITALS- Tonight at 8:15p.m., in Keller Hall,
baritone John Demler and pianist Diane Erjavec will
be performing works by Handel, Bach, Mozart, and
Ives. This senior recital is in partial fulfillment of the
Bachelor degree in music. A reception will follow in the
Green Room. Admission is free,
RED RocK ST ATit PARK CONCERTS- Robin Williams will
be in concert on May 31; Asia on June9; Lover Boyan
June I I; Elton John on June 12 and 13; Jimmy Buffett
on June 23; and Weather Report on June 29. Tickets
and information are available through Giant ticket
outlets.

with special guests

The Bellamy Brothers

Hational Radio The11tre
on I~UHM 90.1fm
Monday, May lOth at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents

in concert
Sunday June 20th
at UNMArena

"THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER"
Part IV-The Great Wanderings

,

Tickets go on sale
Friday May 7th
at all Ticketmaster locations
(Popejoy Hall and SUB Box, office)

In this famous section of "The Odyssey."
Odysseus matches wits with two of the great mythic
dangers of andent Greece~the pitiless Cyclops
and seductive Circe.
Brought to you by

(Two for one, two to seven Fridays)
265-5986
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Sophomores,
Juniors, Senior~,
Earn Over $1000 a month
Just To Finish College!
If You're Majoring In
Math, Physics, or Engineering,
The Navy Has A
Program You Should Know About.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Program
(NUPOCforshort)and if you qualify, you can earn as much as$1 000
a month right through your senior year. Then after 16 w<;~eks of
Officer Candidate School, you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical education. This would cost you thousands of $$$In
a civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you.
During that year of training, you'll receive a $27,000 salary. It isn't
easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of every six
applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll have qualified for
an elite engineering training job program wfth unequalled hands-on
responsibility, a $40,000 salary in tour years, and gilt-edged qualification for jobs in private Industry should you decide to leave the
Navy later.
(But we don't think you'll want to).

Contact: Navy Nuclear Programs
(505) 766-3895
(Collect)
BE SOMEONE SPECIAL IN THE NUCLEAR NAVY

Cuba- U.S.S.R. ties too strong
to renew alliance with West
Carlos M. Morales
What are the chances of Cuba
severing its ties to the Soviet Union
and allying itself with the West?
An article which appeared in the
Albuquerque Journal two weeks
ago said Cuban President Fidel
Castro was "agonizing over an
offer from the U.S. to sever his
bonds with the Soviet Union and
ally Cuba with the West."
The remarks were attributed to
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. who was addressing a
group of business executives from
western Massachusetts.
"That notion is ridiculous," said
Nel5on Valdes, professor of
sociology at UNM.
"The Soviet Union gives Cuba $3
billion in economic aid annually.
Do you think the U.S. would be
willing to match that kind of aid?"
asked Valdes.
Valdes said that he has not se~n
any evidence that Cuba might break
relations with th Soviet Union but

GRADUATION SALE
PliFi~=~:c;;;;WKL~;R~T6~C~A~LCULATORS
HP-llC

Advanced
Programmable with Continuous
Memory. BUY NOW and get the
Solution Book at No Charge - a
$20.00 value.
TOTAL RETAIL VALUE $155.00
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SPECIAL $119.95

HP-41C

Alphanumeric programmable with
Continuous Memory. BUY NOW and get one
HP-82106A Memory Module and the HP-User
Library Catalog at No Charge
TOTAL RETAIL VALUE $290.00

Special $199.95
HP-41 CV

Alphanumeric fully programmable
with Continuous Memory.·(2,334 Bytes)
REG. $325.00

SPECIAL $249.95
LI§"t_

PRE-INVENTORY SPECIALS

that he does see the possibility of
"friendly, bilateral relations" with
the U.S. in the future.
"Cubans wani relations with the
U.S. that would be beneficial to
Cuba, but those relations cannot be
o.n the basis of Cuba breaking
relations with the Soviet Union,"
Valdes said.
Valdes pointed out that renewed
trade with the U.S. (which has not
occured since 1961), would aid
Cuba's failing economy.
"Cuba would want U.S,
technology to spark economic
growth, medicine and certain foods
such as rice, wllich is in short
supply there now," Valdes said.
Valdes also said that from 1960
to 1972 the CIA attempted to kill
Castro and other Cuban officials.
He said Cubans distrust the U.S.
"The Soviets have provided
security to Cuba. To drop their ties
to the Soviets would be to open
themselves up to an attack from the
U.S.," Valdes said.
The Reagan administration has
proposed $350 million in economic
aid to the Caribbean Islands,
termed the Caribbean Basin
Initiative. The economic program
also includes free trade for
Caribbean products exported to the
u.s. for the next twelve years and
tax incentives and technical
assistance to encourage U.S. investment and economic growth in
the Caribbean.
Valdes said the Caribbean Basin
Initiative excludes Cuba, but David
Marsh, U.S. trade representative
and director of Caribbean and
Central
American
Affairs,
disagrees, saying Cuba is potentially e1igible for V .S. aid.
"Cuba does have a possibility of
getting aid from the U.S. in the
Caribbean Basin Initiative package.
There is a dialogue going on between the U.S. and Cuba at present.
Whether they will receive V .S. aid
is still to be determined," Marsh
said.
Marsh said that Congress, who
must approve the Caribbean aid
package, is presently "agonizing"
over distinguishing between
communism and socialism.
The Reagan
administration
maintains that no communist
countrY will receive any kind of aid
front the U.s ..
"With respect to the Caribbean,
we cannot talk of Cuban
beneficiary status as long as Cuban
activities in the hemisphere continue," Marsh said.
Marsh would not elaborate on
what he meant by Cuban activities
in the hemisphere.
Marsh added that no American
businessman would want to invest
in an area that is so unstable.

SA!£

HP-32E · · Stierrtlrk·-withStdiiSiics
--· --- · · $65.00
$58.50
i=lr-33c-- ~Scie;,iific-rr;grarnmilble- ~ h-b~nttnuous M7e_m_t->r-y~--::-:-7':7:'-----'::-='7":
$110.00
$79.95

Jim Ray, chairman of the
political science department at
UNM, sees a possibility of improved Cuban-U.S. relations
because of what he termed Cuba's
desire to decrease their dependance
on the Soviet Union.
''Castro would like to diversify
his sources of trade, but I don't
think he would cut his ties with the
Soviets," Ray said.
Ray said that Cuban immigration
has administration officials concerned and thinking about renewing
ties with Cuba.
In 1980 over 100,000 Cubans
emigrated to the U.s ..
"Castro has threatened to send
more immigrants to the U.S.,'' Ray
said. "The U.S. might avoid the
flood by giving some concessions to
Cuba."
"Ther.e has been some movement
to renew ties with Cuba and if it is
to happen it must be soon," Ray
said.
Edwin Lieuwen, a history
professor at UNM, said recent
reports of Cuba becoming allied
with the U.s. is "not likely to
happen."
Lieuwen compared such reports
to disarmament, "something which
is talked about but neither country
is willing to give up what it would
take to make such a relationship
possible," he said.
Lieuwen said he does not feel the
the U.S. government wants to deal
with Castro and would prefer his
ouster and to negotiate with
someone else.
He added that many U.S. corporations lost a total of over a
billion dollars in investments on the
island upon Castro's ascendancy in
1959 and that he feels the U.S.
would want restitution on these
losses before relations could
resume.
Whether Cuba and the U.S,
resume relations (which they have
not had for almost twenty yeats)
remains a question only lime, and
perhaps,
the
Reagan
administration, can answer.
Haig, responding to a question in
an interview conducted by TIME
magazine last week, was asked Why
the administration has not
responded to recent indications that
Castro "is ready for an overture"
from the U.S ..
"Look, Mr. Castro knows very,
very clearly those aspects of his
policy that have alienated him from
the U.S. and a large portion of the
rest of the Western Hemisphereintervention in the internal affairs
of other states in this hemisphere
and elsewhere," Haig said.

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,
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Hoffman image is misleading
Cathy Renfro
Political activist Abbie Hoffman
said Friday he was debating G.
Gordon Liddy, a right-hand man to
former President Richard Nixon, to
prove that Liddy is not more
popular on campuses today.
"They say I'm from another era
and Liddy reflects the present state
of American thinking," Hoffman
said. "I think they are wrong.
Hoffman was the radical
organi~er of the Youth International Party in the 1960s who
organized the protests that
disrupted the 1968 National
Democratic
Con_vention
in
Chicago.
He went underground in 1974 to
avoid drug charges, and went so far
as to change his name to Barry
Freed and have plastic surgery to
change his identity.
For six years Freed lived on
Wellesley Island in Upperstate New
York.
On 20 of the colleges and
universities where both speakers
have appeared in the last year
Hoffman said he drew two to three
rnore people to Liddy's one.
"When I was at UNM last year I
drew2400 people," he said. "Liddy
only drew 900."
Hoffman said at appearances the
audience laughs at Liddy but laughs
with Hoffman.
"The only place Liddy draws a
bigger crowd is at the luncheons
given by the multinational corporaiions," he said. "They laugh
with him."
Hoffman said people cannot read
about him in a printed media that

he feels is owned by a small, elite
countrY club type board.
When I was in Albuquerque
before I counted 19 factual errors in
the newspaper article about me,"
he said. " People have to judge for
themselves what I am like by
coming to debates like this one."
Hoffman said people refer to him
as a former activist.".! 'm not
former anything," he said. "I
haven't changed mY politics, and
I'm as much an activist today as in
the 1960s."
He said .he is talking to more
people with broader and more
diverse backgrounds.
Hoffman said while living on
Weilesley Island he was the local
organizer for the "Save the St.
Lawrence River" committee.
"On May 15 I will return to
Wellesley Island as BarrY Freed and
will send supplies to El Salvador,"
he said.
Hoffman said he is also
organizing a protest at the United
Nations Special Session on
disarmament June 12 to call for a
halt ofthe arms race.
"There should be almost I
million people there which will
make it the largest demonstration in
the United States history," he said.
"At the same time demonstrations will take place at the Rose
Bowel and in San Fransisco, '·'
Hoffman said. "And at least
30,000 people from Japan will show
upinNewYork."
He said he was aware of Liddy's
work in the Nixon administration
and of other people like Liddy.
"He went beyond being a foot
soldier for the administration."
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"Liddy wrote a book named
Will," Hoffman said. "Ifl wrote a
book it would be named Won't.
Mine is the will of Billy the Kid, his
is the will of the posse and the
calvaty."
Hoffman said Liddy's book is a
simplistic book "you could read .in
an hour if you don't move your
lips."
"Liddy has put 24 rules on the
debate and is running it .like he
would the government, in secret,"
Hoffman said.
"I think Liddy is sorry he got
into this and wants to keep it
quiet," he said. "I think it should
be shown on educational
television."
"I'm not saying Liddy is a bad
guy," Hoffman said. "I'd rather
hang out with him than John
Dean."
Hoffman said he is making a
public challenge to Liddy that he
wif( win the debate.
"This isn't Berkeley and it's not
New York," he said. "This is what
I call Liddy country where the state
is controlled by the multinational
corporations more than anywhere
else in the United States."
"This .is the state that sent that
silly ass fly boy to Washington with
a $25 haircut on the $5 head," he
said. "This is the state where James
Watt gave away the El Capitain
Wilderness to the filthy-rich mine
owhers.''
Hoffman said he lived in Santa
Fe for six months washing dishes in
a restuarant making minimum wage
until he lost his job to an alien
because the owner could pay the
man less money.

Notfor a 19~ hour test
on an enHre accounting
curriculum.
PreparaHon Is crucial. It
must be organized,
comprehensive and efficient.
PERSON/WOLINSKY has shown aver 30,000 accounting
majors how to get 1lle points they need to pass the biggest test of
llleir lives.
Our alumni can be found In !1iery major CPA firm.
FOR IMMEDIATE ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR QUESTIONS, CALL:

(212) 895-5899

{516) 473-6200

Outolde New York call1·800~45·5460
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• Alfemote Pathways fa a Professional career In AccotinHng

PERSON/WOLINSKY CPA REVIEW COURSES
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MAKE $12,200 FOR
COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
,
~nt a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus
7
life. Gtve your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple
of summers during college, and they'll give you over $12,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units.
Another $6,000 tOr lOur years of monthly weekends and two-week sum·
!"er sti~ts. Plus ove.r $2,2(/0 that.you'II earn during two summer traintng penods. All while you re gentng the most out of college. And doing
the mosryoucan part-time for your country.
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you're
17 or older and a junior or senior in high school, join us now!There's
no better part-time job in town.
Interested? For more information, call any of the numbers listed
below. Or stop by.
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leads all other fields
E
Mark Blazek
UNM graduates who have
majored in accounting or business
and minored in computer science
will find jobs easiest, according to
Karen Ross, a counselor with
Snelling and Snelling employment
agency.
"The ones we look for are data
processors and engineers," said
Ross. "Unfortunately, most of the
computer science people from
UNM know only abstract theory.
They have no real knowledge of
hardware, no hands-on experience.
This is a real negative.''
Because of this lack of practical
experience, Ross has been unable to
place any data processors since
January.
The University College 'has 152
pr0spective students graduating
with a Bachelor of University
Studies degree. All these, along
with graduates who have. majored
in fine arts, education, and liberal
arts, are hard to place, according to
Ross.
Kathryn DeShon, of New Mexico
Personnel Inc., says 25 to 30
percent of her business deals with
UNM graduates. She agrees "the
most difficult graduate to place is
someone with a B.U.S. Equally
difficult to place is someone with an
archaeology degree."
Psychology graduates also
present problems, DeShon said,
"Because of the structure of the
medical fields in this state, the only
real opportunity for psychology
graduates is with University
Hospital or some affiliated office."
The easiest graduates to place,
claimed DeShon, are those with a
M.B.A., business-related, or accounting degree.
DeShon feels placement of new
graduates will be easier this year
than last. "A lot of companies
looking to fill marketing or sales
positions Jove to hire new
graduates. The new ~raduate can
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afford to start at a smaller starting
base. He faces no mortgage
payment or family yet,'' she said.
DeS~on says a UNM graduate
can expect to wait between one and
three months for placement
through her agency.
Bill Sanderson, president of
Sanderson Employment Serv(ce
Inc., says, although they certainly
deal with UNM graduates, "we
don't get a lot of recent graduates,"
Sanderson claims it will be more
difficult this year than last for
graduates to find jobs because of
the tenuous political and economic
climate throughout the country.
"Congress needs to firm up a
budget so that companies know
which way to go," Sanderson said.
and
electrical
Chemical
engineers, along with business,
accounting, and data-processing
majors, will be easiest to place,
according to Sanderson.
"No degree is necessarily harder
to place than any other," said
Sanderson. "It depends upon what
a person's goals are. History and
liberal arts majors, often considered hard to place, are not
difficult if the graduate is open to
sales and management trainee
positions. A lot depends on the
person. These fields would be more
difficult if the individual wants to
stay in social work or human
relations. One's ideal job is
sometimes impossible to find. A
person's goals often have to come
down."
Sanderson said the average
graduate can expect to wait between
two weeks and two months to find
employment.
UNM has 1,883 prospective
graduates. The College of Arts and
Sciences leads the colleges with 490
prospective graduates. The most
popular majors among the Arts and
Sciences .B.A. candidates are
and
English,
psychology
economics.
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didn't know it moved."
department has also increased.
The architect's office had to There are 15 students in a master's
think for a minute before they degree program and approximately
determined
the
geography 56 undergraduate majors.
. .
department had moved its faculty
Figures from the College of Arts
offices to Bandelier- West.
and Sciences show 809 students are
"We moved over spring break, •• currently taking geography cdlasses.
·
"We're getting more an more
~~~m::;tgsn~~d~rman Professor into applied geography, which
means we hope our students will be
"We accomplished the move able to find good jobs within New
quickly, considering all the things
d
we had to move. In fact, the faculty Mexico," Snead sai '
He said students can find jobs in
and staff were very good about different types of agencies doing
moving their own offices,". he said. environmental and urban studies as
"The movers worked well. well as studies in the application of
lost and the · usual
dNothing was
f
·
remote sensors.
amages rom such an operation
"Geography is a very broad
were quite minor," Assistant
h i 1 d
ProfessorStuartWhitesaid.
field. It includes both P ys ca an.
h. u· man environments and the1r
The majority of the heavy spatial relationships,'' he said.
furniture was moved by the
Snead works with the physical
buildings and g· rounds department 51•d·e· of geography, particularly
in a move that was supposed to coastal geomorphology.
have taken place three yeats ago,
So the geography department
Snead said
hasn't closed down, despite Hodgin
llandelie~ _.:...West will be the Hall's appearance. It has just
per!fianent location for the faculty moved to a ~afer and more comoffices, The classrooms are now fortable location.
.
located in the old anthropology
"They're going to akreno~:t~
lecture hall which has recently been (Hodgin Hall) and m e 1. 101
. • into smaller rooms, he said. alumm· o ff'1ces. They're gomg o
dIVIded
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Len Olson
probably be in about three years,
The doors on Hodgin Hall are we hope to acquire that area for
padlocked. The sign that reads classroomsandlabs,"Sneadsaid.
"Geography Department" is gray
The geography department has
and weathered. There are no signs seven full-time and two part-time
of life inside and no sign outside faculty members. Professor
saying where the inhabitants have Richard Murphy is on sabbatical in
gone.
England and Assistant Professor
A call to the University Jerry Williams is on temporary
secretary's office result"ed in a assignment in Washington, D.C.
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•• Graduate Student Association
••
••
Council Meeting
:
•
••
••
•
•

Saturday May 8th 9am
Amfac Hotel

PIITT-PIIIl

,. ,......__ Putt·PuttGol"• .:J
~~ G ames
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r-----UNM Studentspecial! -----~

I

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt·Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE'
1__________________________
lim it one coupon per person per day.
• J
1

:
••

Call 277-3803 for more information

Another Great Offer From

1'1111-PIIIl

I

I

•

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Expires 5·1D-82

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242

s1oo San Mateo NE 881·9866

r------ Valuable Coupon·-.-.... ----,

Going Home Special

20o/o
Off
Parts & Labor
• AJC Service
•Tune Up
• Rotate & Balance Tires
• Brake Service
• Lube, Oil & Filter

1

Triangle Chevron

1

2901 Central NE Acroaa from UNM
Albuquerque • 268-61158

1

L------------------

Good thru May 31

Chevron

=
c-

0:1' Wa:hter

JocCavtuetta

Tom Alesi of Santll Fs takss a practfcs spin In his 190 pound "Spirit of SantB Fs II" TuBSdsy in
pr~~psration forB world distancs record attsmpt this wssksnd whsn hs hopss to fly from Los Angslss
toNBW York.

[left tO rightlChandrs Hughas, Nancy Slate, and Kim Corwin practica their betwsen act routins for
the Signfest 'Ill,

----~-----..1

Special:
For all UNM Students & Faculty
Buy ;:m *Osborne l to use as a home terminal or
stand alone computer and receive free: microlink
communication package.
*Osborne -64K
2 disk drives
RS 232 I IEEE 488
5 software progt·ams

-'nSBORNE1
TM

Dring this nd & n valid UNl\f 10
to CTA before July 31, 1982

Computer Technology Associates
1704 Moon St. NE, Suite 7
Albuquerque, NM 87111
298-2140

Davis gives farewell to Loboland
takes reins in Oregon on July 1st
Laura Tolley
President William E. "Bud"
Davis will assume his new position
as chancellor of the Oregon State
System of Higher Education July 1,
and, in doing so, miss New Mexico
"very much," he said.
"New Mexico is a very special
place. It has a charm, culture and
way of life all its own - the
brilliant sunshine, balmy evenings,
the Mariachis. The people are very
open and warm," Davis said.
"Here at the University people
are generally smiling, they're
relaxed," Davis said. "New Mexico
and UNM are places of unparalleled beauty. I think we have
the most beautiful campus in the
country - the consistency of the
architecture is beautiful without
becoming dull or repetitive," Davis
said.
Davis admitted he will miss the
excitement of New Mexico politics.
"Things happen here in politics

Totally Free
Checking
There's nothing better than free.

Complete monthly statement.

That's the price you pay for a regular
checking account at Albuquerque
Federal.

You . also receive our fully
descriptive, easy to understand
statement each month. Everything's
there - deposits, withdrawals and
your monthly balance.

No fees or charges.
•

NAVY PILOTS fly the world's most advanced aircraft. If you're physically fit, have a 2.5 GPA and
want excitement and world travel. Up to $33,000 In 4
years. Contact:

~~~orge

You don't pay any monthly fees and
·there are no check transaction fees. And,
there's no penalty if your account drops
to next to nothing because there's no
minimum balance requirement.

Bounceless checking protection.
Our overdraft protection takes the
embarrassment out of an overdrawn ac·
count. 'rhis option is available on all our
checking plans.

that are absolutely incredible," he mencement, then it will taper off
said.
some," Davis said.
Davis said he was also grateful
Davis would also like to complete
for the outstanding fiscal the preparation of the budget and
management and great freedom see the completion of the search for
given to UNM by the New Mexico a new College of Education dean.
State Legislahire.
Other appointments, especially
This sense of freedom, Davis administration appointments, will
said, is passed on to the campus. be deferred for the new president,
''Dissent is tolerated here."
Davis said. This is done so the new
"There is so much to be proud of president will have a voice in his
at UNM," Davis said. He stressed new policies.
the importance of making it
Davis said he didn't feel his
through Lobogate and the fact the influence would be decreased
institution didn't crumble from during this "lame duck" period.
within.
"Your ability to influence depends
Davis said he is pleased that his on whether they (the staff) respect
"lame duck" period will only last a your judgement," he said.
few months. "The sooner the
Davis explained he will not go to
changeover occurs, the better."
Oregon until after commencements
Before he leaves, Davis said there and then it will probably be a short
will be hundreds of decisions to be trip to consider housing. As
made concerning such things as chancellor, he is provided a 1'\ome
faculty leaves, tenures and com- by the Oregon system. "I'll look
pletion of capital outlay projects.
.forward to getting back to New
"I'll be putting in more hours Mexico when it rains too many days
than nonnal until after com- ina row (in Oregon)," Davis said.

Posh Eddie's gets license
first campus pub hack
Mlcll~elle Myers

"UNM has its first near campus
pub back," said Posh Eddie's
owner, Ed Waksman who received
word on Friday that he is also the
owner of a full service liquor
license.
. Approval of the license comes
after months of controversy and
legal action which climaxed In
February when the restaurant was
refused the piece of paper allowing

$100 initial deposit.
Move over to the best priced
checking account in town. Just $100
opens your account at any
Albuquerque Federal office in
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho , Santa Fe
and Lus Cruces.

WC9~

~

East Central Office
4901 Central NE

Buy one•••Second Tire

45°/o Off

883-3257

~ !~~!!~!~.~~~eral
1-----------------~-----------------------------

Budget Terms Availableexpires 5·31·82

J

Triangle· Chevron
~901

Central NE

.1I (across from UNM)
26B·a958
L ....
_....,. __ _
~

....
Ch!vron

~

MIC Chevron VISA.
F.e~:r. payable
on Bolh ·rlres

...................... .__...,

them to serve alcohol on the
grounds that it would be
detrimental to public.health, safety
and morals the of the city.
"Now the students have a nice
place to come after classes where
they can have a drink and relax and
not have to•carry a g\ln like they
would in some other places.
Waksman said the decision on
the license comes just in time to
keep the restaurant open. "One
more day and we would have shut
down, we had nothing left to
continue the fight with," he said.
One issue that had been influential in the February denial was
the lack of available parking spaces
for patrons around the restaurant
located at 2216 Central SE.
"Parking should never have entered into the decision,;, said
Waksman. "Most of our patrons
will be coming from the university
right across the street."

Rodey to host sign language fest
Michoelle Myers
The silent communication, sign
language, will be cel.ebrated on May
7 and 8 at Rodey Theatre.

an interpreter wether it be in a legal offered at the NMRID office for $3
situation or whatever," she said.
dollars adult admission and $2 for
Tickets for the Sign Fest are children.

UNM's Advanced Sign Language
Class will present its 4th annual
Sign Fest featuring acts from the
local deaf community.

PIZZA EXPRESS

Each year proceeds from the fest
go to help the deaf in some way.
This year the sign class hopes to
fund the start of an interpreter
program at UNM.

FASTEST PIZZA
IN THE WEST!

"We are going to have dancing
and sign-song done in English so
that the hearing audience won't feel
left out. We will also have interpreters on hand for whatever
]larts'of the program are confusing
to the deaf, said Chandra Hughes,
a member of the advanced class.

243-2100
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

Hughes says she first got involved with sign lanuguage because
she found it intriguing.
"It was a struggle to get into the
beginning class, there were about 50
people registered. But once I got in
and made it through that class I
loved it. Sign is so intricate and
flowing," she said.

The College of Arts and Sciences
docs not recognize sign as a way of
fulfilling their four semester
language requirement. "I wanted
this considered as my language
credit so I went to the dean. They
argued with me saying sign has no
grammar and no community of
people utilizing the language. Now
there definitely is a deaf community
and sign does have its own sentence
structure, its own everything, There
has been a real controversy over
this type of thing for years," said
Hughes.
Besides funding for
the interpreter program, the class
also raises funds for the New
Mexico Registry of Interpreters for
the Deaf office.
"Because of aU the controversy
surrounding the deaf community
We are alWays raising funds to keep
the office open. NMRID is for deaf
people to contact and say they need

Correction
The April 30 issue of the
Daily Lobo ran a headline on the
editorial page "Breen · PEC
member, say two former
PECers," The headline should ,
have read "Breen no PEC
member, say two former
PECers."

Aviation Programs
(505) 766-3895 (Collect)

1710 CENTRAL SE
we reserve the right to limit
our delivery area
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Book takes a jab at fashion's 'shallowness'
The Fashionable Mind
Kennedy Fraser

Knopf, $14.50
"Fashion usually is neither
named nor noted but is simply the
lens through which our society
perceives itself and the mold to
which it increasingfyshapes itself."
Kennedy Fraser
Robert Masterson
Depending upon one's attitude
regarding women's clothing and the
writing most often associated with
it, the reading of Kennedy Fraser's
The Fashionable Mind could be
either a treasure of unexpected
insight or a brutal ordeal.
With a noticeable absence of the
words "breezy" and "sassy,"
Fraser writes about the idea of
fashion
and
its symbiotic
relationship with the culture it
exists within. Without promoting

or decrying particular "looks," sociology or anthropology but from
Fraser scrutinizes the reasons for the fashion press itself, the aptheir appearance in the fashion palling way in which fashionable
world and analyzes their reception concerns of appearance and surface
by the fashionable public.
have come to dominate the way in
While the majority of the fashion which this country views its politics,
press presents the reader with art and manner of Jiving.
glorified PR copy and the choice
"The fashionable mind is well
between what is worn and what is
practiced in masking a general
we~rable, Fraser focuses on larger
issues raised by fashion: the allegiance to commerce and the
economic and political changes that status quo behind what seems to an
define the standards of beauty, outsider to be an appealingly infashion's reflection of cultural dividualistic enthusiasm."
beauty and the lengths to which
It may seem incongruous for .
individuals will alter themselves to such erudite analysis of cultural
achieve that ideal.
values to be associated with the new
What is most important about Paris collection of sundresses, but
The Fashionable Mind is the The Fashionable Mind draws upon
demand it makes upon the reader to such a. wide;: source of material and
recognize fashion, which, in and of is bound by such a sophisticated
itself, is of little interest to any writing talent tllat its value as a
other than the vain and shallow. social document is not limited by
Fraser points out, and most ex- the reader's gender, taste or
citingly not from the perspective of favorite s.hadc of nail polish.

'I IDEO

'Partners'is
a crony story
Craig Chrissinger

I UNIVERSITY coi'N'i:Ai:tNOR~r& GAME ROOM I
Buy .5 Qames fer S1 -Get Two Extra Tokens Freu (Tokens usually5 for$1)
11m112 coupons per person per day

also
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Theatre student directs
one-act play by Chekov
As part of an evening of one-act
plays enti tied, "Three Acts of
Passion," the Vortex Theatre will
present "The Marriage Proposal,"
by Anton Chekov, under the
direction of John Keirn, a UNM
theater arts student.

Sell your textbooks
for more through the
ASUNM Textbook Co-op

The production is a collaborative
effort between the Vortex and the
advanced directors workshop in the
UNM theater department. Students
in the advance directors workshop
are required to direct a one-act
play.

Classmates.

The play centers around the
antics of an aging hypochondriac
fumbling with life and his marriage
proposal to a. temperamental young
woman.
The play opens May 7 at the
Vortex, 2004 1/2 Central S.E., and
will run weekends through the
month.
Performance are at 8 p.m., with
a 2:30 p.m. matinee Sundays.
Tickets are $4 general, $3.50
students and seniors, $2 children,

•
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$Earn Cash$
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Come get paid for books you
sold this semester
(be sure to bring your receipts).

.

~.

Call our 24 hour
answering service
for our hours. We're
open this week
through May 21st.

free
engraving

Cross pens
and pencils
make line companions for the
student. In lustrous chrome or
10 karat gold filled,

CROSSe
SINCE 1846

~

266-8409

50%
DISCOUNT
on all Hair
Services at

PETE'S
PLACE

with
Beautiful Enah'lel
Jewelry
new arrival
Shashi & laurel

The ASUNM Textbook Co-op is a student run, non-profit organization.
6605 MENAUL NE

Across from Sears Coronado
881~8939
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Partners
Recently a string of films concerning
homosexuality
or
homosexual characters have hit the
big screen. Partners, a comedy, is
the latest movie in this line and
concerns the effect of a partnership
between two police officers in a
California town;· a ·partnership that
.is not wanted by either man.
When a newspaper editor accuses
the police of not ttying to solve a
murder because the victim was gay,
the pressure is put on Police Chief
Wilkens (Kenneth McMillan) to
solve the case. He assigns two
officers to pose as a gay couple,
infiltrate the gay community and
find the killer. Kerwin (John Hurt)
is assigned to the case because he is
a closet homosexual ,and Benson
(Ryan O'Neal) is chosen because he

Records
Elton :S latest
nothing great
Ann Ryan
For those who feel Elton John
has done his finest work on such
tunes as "Don't Go Breakin My
Heart"
and
"Philadelphia
Freedom," Elton's new album,
Jump Up twill be a treat.
But the Madman Across the
Water fans are going to be
disappointed.
'!'his album, a Geffen Records
release, is not unpleasant to listen
!o, it's just boring. The cover, with
1ts bright geometric design, implies
that John
has gone new
wave- but the music inside has no
bite. It's the same stuff that he's
been recording . since Goodbye

Yellow Brick Road.
Jump Up! is not as overmixed as

some of John's mote recent albums
and his voice is refreshingly dear.
However, some of the tunes are
suffocated by too much orchestration.
Five of the songs were coauthored
by Bernie Taupin,
although none of them nears the
Po~er of their early work . The
l~r1cs range from the mundane (See

the changes on every street/As time
goes marching on to a different

is a good officer and has a "cute
ass.'t
The case is solved in the end (of
course), but the film is more than
just a comedy of cops and robbers.
It asks the audience to take a
minute and think about such things
as sexuality, loneliness and true
friendship,
Kerwin has denied his sexuality
for so long that he feels uncomfortable when he must be his
true self (i.e., a homosexual). John
Hurt does an excellent job in
bringing Kerwin to life and letting
the audience see his fears and
repressed emotions,
Kerwin has bottled up a part of
his existence and cannot come to
grips with reality until Benson and
he have been living together for a
few weeks. Kerwin slowly realizes
that he loves Benson as a friend.
This is the first time Kerwin has felt
close and comfortable with another
individual. After a while the cat
comes out of the bag, and Kerwin
begins to relax and accept himself.
Also seen in Hurt's portrayal is
the deep loneliness that is part of
not accepting oneself or not
allowing others to become close. He
is lonely when Benson snubs him
and accepts the favors of a lovely
photographer,
Jill
(Robyn
Douglass), in Kerwin's own
bedroom. This scene allows the
audience to relate to Kerwin. His
only friend has just left him.
Having sex in Kerwin's room only
adds insult to injury.
Benson also is scared by a
question of sexuality. He is afraid
his masquerade as a homosexual
(when he is actually an avowed
ladies' man) might destroy his
sexual relations for the rest of his
life. He learns how it is to be treated
as a deviant that is looked down on
by a large portion of society.
One of the best scenes is when
Benson, Kerwin and a man they are
questioning are picked up on the
beach by the police. Benson and
Kerwin cannot blow their cover, so
they go peacefully to jail. There
they Jearn of the far-too-often
biased treatment of homosexuals by
the police. They are physically
jabbed, insulted and generally
harassed. It clearly illustrates
another case of mankind's
inhumanity of those that are
considered different.
Although there are some issues to
think over, the film does contain a
lot of humor too. Benson is funny,
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Now accepting applications for study leading to
degree in both Me.dical and Veterinary Medicine,
Courses taught in English. Program under guidance
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.
Transfer students accepted. Semester begins July aod
November 1982. We are an accredited school and
listed in W.H.O. Direct inquiries to:
University of Dominica
16 West 32 Street, New York, N.Y. 10001.
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The one you trust.
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For those who prizt> Pleg,mn·.
Seiko offl'rs a st>emingly c>ndlP>s
collection of di>tinctive styiPs.
For tho~e who demand rwrior·
mil nee, Seiko suppliPs nParperfect accuracy. No wondt>r
pt>opiP trust Seiko more than any
othe; watch. Seiko Qu,mz.oo_

6605 MINAUL Nl
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,N!" Sears Coronado ••• 111·19:19

oi Se1ko only wherP you 'ee thJ; ;ign.

SEIKO
AUTtiOFIIZED DEALER

New Mexico Union Food Service
lfs Appreciation Week at the
New Mexico Unlonl FREE COFFEE during
Closed week and Finals week.

beat) to the downright insipid.

Bad news. The songs co-authored
by Gary Osborne are even worse.
"Ou oui baby you tried to hold
me/But you were slowly/driving
me insane/ ou oui baby" is not the
stuff that Gram my nominations are
made of.
Good news. "Legal boys," co•
written by Tim Rice, is a fine song,
with drama and a mordant tone to
its clever lyrics (Your accountant

Coffee Is FREE with
any purchase!

It's for students and
staff. All you need Is
your ID.

called this morning/there was
springtime in his heart/he couldn't
wait to le{l melHow he'dpu{/ed our
/ivesaparf).
As expected, the better the lyrics,
the better the accompanying music,
''Legal Boys" has a lilting tone that
lends a note of irony to a song
about a very "legal separation/'
When listening to this album, it is
important to remember that
banality is not a musical crime.
Banality sells records - just ask
Paul Anka or Neil Sedaka (with
whom John recorded "Bad Blood"
in 1975). They've always been
banal. Elton John, on the other
hand used to be good. Whatever
happ~ned to songs like "Burn
Down the Mission" or "Madman
Across the Water"?
Granted, it's been many a year
since he did those, but one can
always hope. Unfortunately, Jump
Up' is another example of how
futile hope can be •. In fact it i~ a.n
exercise in frustration because It IS
just good enough to remind you
that this guy used to be hot.

See you at the IJnlon.
Join us for FREE COFFEE!
Good luck on your finals.

GOOD!
•

j

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

because he is so uncomfortable with
acting as a homosexual. And while
a few homosexual characters are
very badly stereotyped, they do
provide some humorous material.
So, if you are not prejudiced
against homosexuals, go and enjoy
this film's humor, points and
messages. And if you are uncomfortable with the existence of
homosexuals, maybe you should go
too, You just might learn
something.
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Arts
Congratulations Grads!
from

Ginny's Garden of Gifts, Inc.
Wyoming Mall
Beads--Beads--Beads
Handcrafted
Imported
Semi-precious

Also - Paper Kites
from China as well
as Mylar Kites
10% Discount on All Non-Consigned
Merchandise with this ad.

2268-A Wyoming NE

298-4009

New Wave struggles in N.M.
their dark concentration camp eyes,
Before the band started playing,
they milled. around at the back of
the big South Broadway studio,
drinking beer and making abrupt,
violent gestures toward one another
over the loud drone of the taped
music,
"Looks like there's going to be a
lot of slam dancing tonight," an art
major groaned, noticing them on
her arrival.
And there was.
When AKA band members
started playing their eminently
danceable English-style punk-rock,
the floor filled with dancers and the
Robert Burnson
skinheads started roaming into the
crowd, elbows purposely flailing,
With their shaved heads, ban- initiating many of the evening's
danas and sleeveless army fatigues pushing jags.
they could have passed for cholos.
Eventually one of the skinheads,
They had that ominous quality a member of the local punk band
about them. lt floated around in Jerry's Kids, received a beer bottle

across the nose, c.are or an angry
woman.
When he showed up a feW days
later at the D11ily Lobo office, there
was a bandage over his left
eyebrow.
"I don't know what was wrong
with that girl," he said, a little
emb!lrrussed but in no way
apologetic.
"We just like to get physical; it's

fun."
Ironically, the violence that
Jerry's Kids seem to enjoy is part of
the reason they, and other. so-called
upunk" and "new wave" bands,
rarely get paying jobs in
Albuquerque.
But it's only part of the problem.
The bottom line, as usual, is
money.
"It (violence) is a problem, but I
could handle that," said Don Kim,
the booking manager for Bogart's.
"I could hire more personnel. I'm a
business man and as long as they're
making money I could take care of
it,''
Kim said Bogart's stopped
booking "punk" shortly after its
novelty wore off and it stopped
drawing several years ago.
Tile other clubs in town seem to
have similar booking policies and as
a result none of Albuquerque's
progressive bands -among them
the Jujubes, the Generics, the Gross
Prophets, Sub-Aryans and Bill's
Friends - are
getting
paid
bookings.
Dave Duran - the bandaged
lead singer of Jerry's Kids, a band
better known for frantic hyperdrive rhythms than musical
finesse - said the band played a
$50 gig last weekend. But split five
ways that doesn't go far - and
besides, he admit$, that the gig~,are
far and few between. "Mostly, we
practice a lot," he said.
As a result, progressive bands in
Albuquerq)le are only found
performing at parties or university
and art sponsored performance
series (which are usually strong on
pretension and weak on atmosphere).
AKA guitarist Matt Summerville,
whose band plays infinitely more
refreshing and danceable music
than the top forty clones dished up
by the successful Albuquerque bar
bands, says the lack of gigs is the·
reason for AKA's planned break·
up this summer.

McLaughlin with a new hat
The Broadway Jazz Club, which hit in their native France,
has brought Albuquerque the
The Labeque sisters are part of
talents of Sonny Rollins and Eddie McLaughlin's everchanging and
Harris, now undertakes their first always progressive style. This
)arge scale production, and presents concert is designed to appeal not
in concert, jazz/fusion, guitar only to jazz enthusiasts, but
classical and acoustic guitar fans as
virtuoso John McLaughlin.
well.
McLaughlin, winner of pop fame
Still, with a tour like this, it is
during his days as leader of the inevitable that most jazz conMahavishnu Orchestra, has .con- noisseur are beginning to wonder
sistently crossed the boundries what John McLaughlin is up to.
between. rock and jazz and is
natural
since
Which
is
revered for his constantly changing,
McLaughlin has never stayed in one
evolving craft.
In this concert, McLaughlin Will style long enough to allow himself
play acoustic guitar with el;iborate to be classified, Rather, he has
drum, bass and piano ac- established a forum between
companiment, much as on his new seemingly contradictory musical
traditions.
albumBelo Hori;;onte.
"For me, .the acoustic guitar
In past albums, he has explored
offers precisely the same sort of
the
merger of such diverse styles as
creative potential as electric
south
Indian classical rhythms and
guitar," the 40-year old British·
funk,
and Spa11hh flamenco and
born guitarist said.
·
jazz.
"It is impossible for me to
Now, with Belo Hprizonte,
consider the commercial viability of
one over the other. l believe the McLaughlin is beginning to explore
stylistic developments in Belo the creative opportunities that lie
Horizonte ar.e of the most between jazz and classical music,
significant of my career."
In addition to this new direction,
Appearing with McLaughlin will the current tour and album mark
be Katia and Madelle Lebeque on McLaughlin's return to solo
duo pianos. The Labeque sisters acoustic guitar peformance. Belo
have been critically acclaimed in Horizonte represents his first
their own rite and have won the totally acoustic album since the
Premiere Prix from the Paris early '70's.
Conservatoire in successive years
Doors open at seven; show time
and have since performed with is 8:I5 p.m .. Tickets are $8.50 in
every major European Orchestra.
advance, and $10 at the door.
The Labeque sisters will open the
evening with their rendition of
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue
which has become a classical smash
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Bookstore

UNM Art Museum
Marron Hall Room 131

Tickets can be purchased through
the Broadway Jazz Club and
Ticketmaster Outlets. Seats are
reserved.

We're shedding light
on special phone needs.
For someone with a hearing difficulty, this phone
can shed some light on the problem. Because when it
rings, the light starts flashing. And on the inside of
the handset, there could be a volume control to
amplify the caller's voice. So even though someone
might not hear as well as other people, that person
can use the phone just as well as anyone.
And that's the whole idea behind the Mountain
Bell Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers. Helping people with phones like this one so a
disablity won't be a barrier to phone conversation.
At the Center, we have phones and equipment
that can help with a hearing or vision disability.
Impaired speech. And limited mobility. And if we
don't already have an answer to a specific phone
need, we'll work to find one.
If you, or someone you know, could use ourspecial phones and servic~s, we'd like to hear from
you. Call us, toll-free; at our Telecommunications
Center for Disabled Customers any weekday from
8:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. (The numbers are listed
below.) Or call at your convenience and leave a
recorded message. We'll get back to you the next
business day. So you'll have a phone you can use
when you want to use the phone.
telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers
1401 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado 80202
1-800~525-3156- Voice
1-800-525-6028- TTY

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

~

.

N
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"No one has jlut together their
own sound," Abeyta said. "But we
don't compare to those bands.
They're going for the money;
they're going for the gigs~ we're
going for the music.
conceding
that
While
Albuquerque's music scene is
limited, Abeyta says he thinks it has
possibility.
But for now, Bill's Friends
- who have a gi~ May 29 at the
Children's Fine Arts Cen·
ter - Would just like to keep their
heads above water.
·:we:~e in . the dues-paying
Masterson said. "For
pcnod,
now, we'd just like to break even."

'

The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-level management positions. Qualified individuals will
be guaranteed appointment to a paid 16-week training program and assignment to management duties In operations,
personnel, finance, logistics and communications .• Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raised to
$31,500 in four years. Requirements for application include
BSIBA degree (any major), 19·31 years old, U.S. citizen
willing to relocate and qualification test.
'
Contact:

DEPT OF THE NAVY
(505) 766-3895 (collect)

"The thing is, they don't want to
take chances," Ray Abeyta, a
member of Bill's Friends, said of
the club owners.
And Robert Masterson - guitar
player/lyricist in the band which
seems to have sprung out of the art
school tradition of the Talking
Heads - doesn't expect things to
change.
"Albuquerque just doesn't have
that kind of population,"
Masterson said. "If we we're in a
large town we'd have a lot more
opportunities to play."
Abeyta says he believes part of
the reason for the failure of
progressive Albuquerque bands is
that they have relied on outside
sources, such as English punk and
reggae, for models.

STARTS 1V1AY7 ATA THEATER NEAR YOU

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES

•
·1

·'l
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Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers .•.. tali;e your
eyes out of hiding. Feel. confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Ba11sch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life,
And they're water·drop soft !lnd
C"omfortable, tocJl Call for your fit·
.ting appointment today,
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands. of soft contact lenses
combined!

$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS <Polymacon)*
Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon)*
$350- Soft Extended Wear !Bulfilcon)*
•complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow·up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Taiilx~.~~

ill..
I

·

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK

C

Optometrists

Golf team helps Lobo cause

Other men's sports may find a place in the sun

something few sports at UNM have
done
grab a number one
nationwide ranking. Coach Henry
Being an underdog has its Sandles has put his talented group
on top just before the first NCAA
drawback~.
The nine women's sports have women's golf championships ever,
been buried beneath the rubble for scheduled later this month in Palo
many a year here in Loboland.
Alto, Calif.
"We are happy with the honor,"
But with the weeos growing
around the highly publicized men's said Sandles. "I knew that on paper
sports, the women athletes are we had a chance of going far with
going to escape the rapture and this team, but I just wasn't sure
obscurity and becqme a force to be how far they would actually go. We
will go to the NCAAs and give it
reckoned with before too long.
The
accomplishments
in our best shot."
women's sports this year prove that
After nationals, Sandles will have
the "weaker sex" might just even an but two performers back, inthe score. They have sailed above cluding All-Conference standouts
the oreams of their coaches and the Kris Monaghan, Dana Howe,
athletes themselves.
Theresa Schreck .and Susan SanThe season was fruitful and the ders. Howe,
Monaghan and
awards banquet helped bring the Sanders have been nominated as
season to a classy close.
All-Americans,
The women's golf team has oone
Coach Doug Hoselton had .some

Steve King
Sports Edilo'r

$300 -

·

Sports

Women making their move

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:

)!;

Sports

SI;'~.~~.DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX,

lf.

l020.A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday· Saturday 9 • 5

Save-way Liquor Stores
S;t\'C money, carry-out

scn·icc, plenty of free parking

5516 MENAUL BLVD. N.E.
5704 LOMAS BLVD. N.E.
Your favorite brands cost less at Save-wav
~tnd you'll alway~ get wh~tt you askfor. ·

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
BEST OF LUCK!

SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:
• The largest selection of California
and imported wines in the stale of
New Mexico.
• Wide assortment of cordials,

cognacs and brandies.
• LarJJ:e selection of American
and imported beers.
• The bc:;t hrancls in whiskies,
rlim" vodka 1 and gin.
• All of the .above at low,
low, discount prices.

problems early in the season, but
found the group to his liking by
mid-season. His lady basketballers
won 11 of their last 17 games ancf
found out that they could play with
anyone in the nation.
"I was pleased with the way the
ladies performed this year," stated
Hoselton. "We could have done
better early, but our lack of experience hurt us early. We were not
a consistent shooting team, which
hurt us.''
Hoselton's goal was to go 14-14,
but they finished with a 15-13 mark
which was good for third in the
conference.
Freshmen Yvonne
McKinnon and Alison Foote have
started careers that can take them
and Hoselton's program a long
way.
"Yvonne and Alison were the
most visible players, but everyone
contributed," continued Hoselton.
"Sally Marquez was the glue early
before she hurt her knee. Our
defense was the key to our success
this year and with Frankie's
(assistant Coach Walsh) help next
year it will continue to improve."
In their limited off-season
workouts, point guard Margie
Brinkmann along with inside
players Betsy Moore and Sally
Anderson have improved greatly,
giving Hoselton more hope for the
inside game that was the main weak
spot last season.
Hoselton and Walsh had a good
recruiting year, s1grung three
athletes: Kirtland Central's all-state
point guard Danene Manning,
Highland High's Brenda Perry and
Aurora, Colorado's Winnie Foster.
All three should step in right away
to give Hoselton a full squad of
quality players.
Kirtland's All-American .center
Cara Priddy has not yet made up
her mind where she is going to sign.
Hoselton has a one-in-five chance
of signing her, but if he dosen't he
wili still have his MVP McKinnon
and about four others to help out
inside.
"We will change our offense
around a bit next year," Hoselton
added. "It will be a more open
offense designed to open up the
floor for the ladies. There wasn't
any player that could stop Yvonne
or Alison one-on-one last year and
they won't be stopped next year

Stev~ King
Sports Editor

The strength of an lllhletic
program sometimes depends on its
weakest link and at other relies on
the strongest.
The force for the last decade has
been the basketball program, which
is the only true revenue sport. If
Coach Gary Colson !losn't get his
act together, we may'need another
program to carry the burden.
The 19Sl-82 season was tough
for Colson's team. Injuries ano
losses made the season less than
memorable, but a plus was the final
weekend of the season where the
'Pack' whipped up on the Utah
schools.
"The season came down to the
last weekend," said Colson. "We
wanted to finish at .500 and we did.
We did have some problems but the
season was positive. We had a good
reruiting year, so with a little hard

work, we can have a winner here
next year.''
Gone are senior forward Larry
Tarrance, who for the most part,
was an inspiration to the team. 'T'
gave his all to the program and will
be greatly missed. Also gone are
Bill Harvey and Jeff Reinert.
Reinert played sparingly in his
two seasons here and transferred to
Gonzaga University in his home
state of Washington. Harvey was
asked to leave last week because
"his attitude is not what we're
lookin~ for.'' said Colson.
Also lost is assistant coach Dave
Edmonds, who left for religious
reasons, Edmonds was hired by
Colson when he came here two
years ago. He was a recruiter but
was only responsible bringing· one
player in.
The new faces in the Lobo camp
are recruits Tim Garrett, Niles
Dockery and George Scott along
with redshirts Nelson Franse, T.J.

Drake and Michael)ohnson. All six
of th~se persons should make life
more tolerable for Colson.
The new hope. prqgram uses
helmets and goal posts but don't
use poles or nets. They're the Lobo
football team and they have the
makings of a winner. The new look
offense will join the already stellar
defense to make a unit that will
make sitting out at the always chilly
University Stadium wqrthwhile for
a ch;mge.
Head Coach Joe Morrison is very
optimistic about the upcoming
season and thought that last year
was productive. "We just couldn't
get untracked offensively," stated
Morrison. "Our defense made it
possible to win more games but the
offense made too many mistakes.''
Morrison brought in Frank
Sadler to run the offense and that
may the best move he's made since
his arrival two seasons ago. Sadler
has been called a wizard by some of
the players because of his ability to
read defenses and adjust accordingly.
"I've been real pleasedwith what
I've seen so far this year," stated
Sadler. "The Veer offense is suited
to the players that we have, so next
season will be exciting forthe fans.
I'm really looking forward to the
fall."
David Osborn will lead the offense from his quarterback slot,
while all-WAC defenders Jimmie
Carter and Johnny Jackson will
close the door to opposing offenses.
Morrison also had a good recruiting
year and got some of his injured
players back, which should make
the '82' season interesting.
Coach Bill Dotson's wrestling
team found great success this year
as the Lobo grapplers finished
second in the WAC and sent three
wrestlers to nationals. Brad Bit-

Ierman finished fifth in his weight
class, while Tony Tracey and Kevin
Jackson lost in the early going.
Dotson has signed some new
recruits from around the .southwest
to blend with some tough returnees
that will help Dotson pull his team
over the hump and a conference
crown.
Gymnastics coach Rusty Mitchell
has Matt Arnot returning and that
in itself keeps the progr11m steady.
Arnot is one of the best all-

arounders in the country and with a
few healthy returnees' should give
Mitchell a contender.
The ski 11nd swim teams are
rebuilding, but should be heard
from in the near future. The tennis
team is young and has nowhere to
go but up and the golfer's future is
hinging on this week's WAC
tournament.
The verdict isn't in on the track
team because the Lobo tracksters
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LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
on

FINE FASHIONS
FROM INDIA
Graduation Special:
Wrapskirts only $5.99
(with this ad only $4.99)
at:

101 Cornell SE
(across from UNM)
266-0211

Sale ends 5-8-82

CARTA
Draw a11 Blanca.

either.''

plus... eonvenient drive-up windows

Most Valuable Player, Yvonne McKinnon led the Lobos to a
winning season.

The Lobo volleyball team went to

continUed on psge 30

Phil Smith will try snd csrry ths Lobos bsck into nstionsl
prominence.

Accepting Auditions For The

"All That Jazz Dance Troupe"
with the Captain and Schlemiel
You can attend a Philippine
school recognized by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association or listed with the
World Health Organization.
Students are eligible to take
the ECFVG or ECFMG exam.
All programs are taught In
English.

..

FOR APPLICATION AND DETAILS
GOfJTACT

Foreign Educational Services
Landollnlernalional. In e.
Route 2, B.ox 388

Delano, Galilbrnia 93~15
T~lephone 805/725-5536

Tendf!rly proc:es~ed wi1h live cultures and all nafufal ittgr~dients by tt division ol Prlce"s Valley Gold Dairies, Int.

Please_ 111d1(:':ate Whlch tJrogran"i Veterinary or Medical - for proper
nt)pi!C:lhOn

~
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B
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• Adult

Exercise
• Ballet
• Disco • Top •
6 Donee
Classes •

2219 Lead Ave. S.E.
coli: 256-1061, or 265..3067

CriSp, golden Carta Blanca Beet
Or new. full-bodied Carta Blanca Dark Special
Great tasting imported beers from Mexico.

R.ecitol May 29th, Tickets $5.00
To Benefit The New Day R.un Away House

Brewed and packaged by: CERVECERIACUAUHTEMOC, S.A., MonteJtey, NL. Me•lco
Western Importers: WISDOM IMPORT SALES COMPANY INC.. Irvine. Collfomlo 92714.
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nationals this year, and almost
everyone will return for next
season. Mike Hebert's crew made
the · nationals thanks to allconference setter Kelly Knowles
and a mean bunch on the front line,
Knowles fed the ball to people

.

'·

• t
•

like Alice Modic, Kim Hicks,
Shannon Vessup and Becky Lucht.
Hebert will return with everyone
but Hicks, which will give
volleyball fans even more to cheer
about next year,
The founder of the UNM
gymnastiu program, namely

'

I

Claudia Cagle, has retired from the were ranked for the first time this
sport and will be missed tremen- year, holding down a spot in the
dously. Her gymnasts, despite some high teens. Cagle has been coaching
injuries, came on strong last year to here since she was 20 and has
become one of the best young teams carried the program since then. She
around.
will be missed, but the program will
They had the highest cumulative continue to grow.
Before she left, she picked up the
GPA for all sports at UNM and
first two Elite gymnasts to ever
come here. Two young ladies are
from Houston and should help the
program move into the nation's top
10. Cagle's absence will be felt for
years to come.
The young UNM tra~k team
under the guidance of Coach Tony
Sandoval were carried by seniors
Regina Dramiga and Peggy
Mallory. Sandoval has many young
athletes who can help the program.
Sprinter Michelle Mathias, along
with distance runners Linda and
Lisa Mitchell and Kristi Rapp,
should keep the team in the steadliy
improving category.
Helen Horn's tennis team loses
number one singles player Amy
Holaway, but has MVP Laura
Roybal and some good young talent
returning. Laura's sister was the
most improved player and Suzanne
Kloster won the Lobo award.
The UNM ski team did well
despite the Jack of snow and
practice time. Coach George
Brook's group was ranked ninth in
the country and finished fourth in
the region. Oddly enough, the three
teams that finished ahead of them
in the regional meet finished one-

two-three in the nationals.
They were led by All-American
Ji!l Wahlqvist and All-Region
performer Kjersti Stenberg. With
the return of some talented young
skiers, Brooks should have a
competitive team once again.
Swimming Coach Bill Spahn has
a good nucleus returning for next
year. "There were some ups and
downs but overall we had a successful season," Spahn said, Karli
Tjelle, who won the conference
diving championship, will be a
major loss to the program.
The only group to have a less
than positive season was Susan
Craig's softb11ll team. They finished
4-22 on the year and had more
casualties than the Civil War. With
everyone but second baseman
Bobbie Smith returning, and a good
recruiting year, Craig promises an
exciting season for next year.
The women's teams will be all
moving into the new High Country
Athletic Conference, which lends a
hand in producing a new outlook.
With all of these positive things
going on in the women's programs,
it might be safe to say that there
may be a light at the end of the
tunnel. For the. nine sports mentioned, the years to come could pull
the women athlete out of the
shadows and into the spotlight.
The women have fought long and
hard, but notoriety, it seems, is just
around the corner.

Whatever you do, pour it on. Build up a buming thirst, t~en
cool it with ice, cold Dos Equis imported beer. Dos EqUis.
Uncommon from its rich, amber color to a big, bold taste
no other beer can match.
So why settle for o~dinary when you ca~ have ~xtraordi
nary: amber Dos EqUis or golden Dos Equts Specml Lager.

THE UNCOMMON IMPORt
Amber & Special Lager

•

Steve Otero strains to return a low volley d
WAC tennis
tournament Tuesday morning. Otero left the match early after
injuring his back.

The Next and Final Edition of the
New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be published
Monday, May 10, 1982
News Deadline
Class Ad Deadline
Display Ad Deadline

6:OOpm Sunday
Noon Friday
4:00pm Thursday

If •

.. ...
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sinking faster than the Titanic,
Rick Ronquillo was inserted at
have the WAC track chamshortstop
during midseason and
pionships this weekend but Coach
Del Hessel has his team rolling was the most consistent fielder
along. The Lobos have been im- before his. errors cost the Lobos a
pressive in their last few outings, game in Hawaii. Pitchers Dave
but have to face three time Steinberg and Keil Higgins have
defending
conference champ, given their all on the mound this
year, but found too many obstacles
University of Texas at El Paso.
The UNM baseball team had a in behind them too grab very many
rough time on its road trip last week wins.
The Lobos will play UTEP in
~nd proved once again that it
dosen't matter who puts on the their season finale this weekend to
;herry, gray or white uniforms, see who gets the division cellar.
they're going to choke in the clutch. Neither team is up for the series,
The Lobos are now 6-14 in the but UNM has some pride at stake
WAC's southern division and are from the fiasco earlier in the season
defenitely out of the race for the at El Paso.
The men's sports may be finding
crown aftertheir 1-7 skein at San
Diego State and Hawaii. They out that they have to depend on the
played pretty well in San Diego, as basketball progralJI to carry them
they hit well, but made too many financially, but as far as
mistakes both at the plate and in the representing the school, the others
are carrying the flag just fine.
field.
The Lobos found beautiful
Hawaii very ugly, as the Rainbows
took advantage of 34 walks in the
four games to sweep UNM. The
'Pack' out eit the home team 18-5,
but Hawal1 used 18 walks to
eliminate the Lobos.
Coach Vince Cappelli said before
his squad left on the trip that, "If a
team loses the blame goes on the
coach, but if they win, the players
get all of the credit." He may be
right but the blame this season goes
to the team and the coaches.
The 30-28 Lobos don't get the
key hits when they need them, they
don't get the key pitches when they
need them and they have trouble
fielding at the most inopportune
times. Inconsistency has never been
the formula for winning baseball
and Cappelli knows it.
Senior Mark Biren has been the
most consistent hitter is season,
while guys like Barry Brunenkant,
who was hitting around .450 before
the conference season started, and
Tommy Francis, who has been a
terror at the plate in his first three
years here, have averages that are

LOS ANGELES (UPI)
Attorneys for the Oakland Raiders
and the Los Angeles Coliseum
insisted Tuesday that the NFL is a
monopoly and its legal defense "a
sham" in closing arguments of an
antitrust suit against the league.
"I've never seen such a sham
presented seriously in a courtroom," Coliseum attorney
Maxwell Blecher said of the NFL'S
defense.
"Their handling of the case is the
biggest pile of you-knowwhat, and
it's all an effort to hide the real
issue of antitrust.''
NFL attorneys were scheduled to
give their closing arguments
Wednesday, with the plaintiffs
getting one more hour for rebuttal
before the case goes to the sixwoman jury Thursday.
'rhe first trial lasted three months
and ended in a mistrial last August
with the jury deadlocked 10-2
against the NFL.
The suit, which was filed by the
Coliseum and later joined by the
Raiders, contends that NFL Rule
4.3 - requiring approval from
threc•fourths of the franchise
owners for the relocation of a
team - violates a section of the
Sherman Antitrust Act governing
Unreasonable restraint of trade.
The Raiders' attempt to move to
the Los Angeles Coliseum, left
without a pro team when the Los
Angeles Rams moved to suburban
Anaheim two years ago, was
blocked by the league.

[19ft to right) Robin G11br/9l, Bill Albr11ksten, and Jim Brooks pl11y sportsCllster during Saturday's
Superstar competition. Th11 defonse won ovem/1169-140.

Valvo line
College Nite at Malibu Grand Pr~.

NFL antitrust suit
nears conclusion

OOSEQUIS

('

Some men's sports
have to wait awhile

STUDENTS ...take a break from bookwork and come to
Malibu Grand Prix for Valvoline Racing Nite. Put yourself
behind the wheel of a formula racing car arid experience the
challenge and thrills of racing against a computerized timing system on a scaled-down racetrack. Anyone with a current school ID card and a valid driver's license can participate, and there will be categories for both men and women,
with prizes awarded to the winners. As a special bonus, Tshirts will be given to the first 50 entrants. Valvoline Racing
Nite at Malibu Grand Prix ..• a buck-a-lap opportunity to
take a break from the books.
'1pm-10pm

Thursday-May 6

Wumers announced at 10:30pm

MALIBU GRAND PRIX®
ALBUQUERQUE

""--=;.;;.;.._---_,.
-

4865 Pan American Fwy. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87101
(505) 345-1384
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Game

'lbkens

:

Lhnit one coupun per cust01ner per visit.

In Our GIANT Gameroom

____ .._-_._____
U! M.4LIBIJ FIJN CENTERS®
OftCi'tl•plrCsMay&_

Game

_

I
I
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'fukens
Limit one 11oupon per customer per visit.

In Our.GIANT Gameroom
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!lZ! MM.IBU FUN CENTERS®
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Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR summer and fall,
Reasonable rent, quiet rteighborhood. Call Claire
5/5
at 255-4439, mornings at 277-4211.
ONE BEDRO()M, SUMMER sublet, one block west
of Engineering bj<Jgs, Available 5120.811 O,
$170/mo, Pay rent from 611·8/)0. 242·55%. 5110
AVAILABLE: NOW! TWO lledn>Pm townhouse
style apartment. fully fumislled, fireplace &
secl!rity features. Utilities paid. 5350 month. Call
848-3029, Monday.friday9-5.
5110
NF,ED ROOMMATE, SHARE 3/bedroom,
2;.j/bath townhouse with fireplace, double garage,
Jacuul. Three blacks from campus, $167.00 plus
utilities. Call Diane A. 842-8725, 8-2pm.
5110
FOR SUMMER SUBLET May 15-Aug IS, 2 bdr,
fenced yard, $2~0/mo, 2S6-023Z.
Sis
THREE IJEDROOM HOUSE, sublet $300/month,
furnlshell. June 1-AugJI. 256-3754.
515
SUMMER SUBI,£T, I BEDROOM fumished
apartment. Utilities free, $208/mo., 842.<1651.
SilO
AVAILABLE NOWI STUDIO Condo's 5190.00 and
one bedroom condo's $260,QO. lnch.:des all
utilities. Close tO UNM. Call24l·7861, Weekdays,
9-5.
7129
STOREFRONT/APARTMENT,.. NEAR U,N.M.
$180,243-~447.
5110
SPACIOUS l·ROOM RFSIDENCE. lV1 baths,
Fireplace, Large Living Area; Attractive beamed
ceiling. Renovated natural wood lhrougho!Jt, Near
Downtown, U.N.M. $35(). 243.3447.
5110
ROOMMATt; WANTED; SIIARI\ 3 Ddrrn.. House
off Girard with Grad. Student, $140/mo. plus ljj
uti!., 2(!6.0485 or.217·2505, David,
S/tO
AVAILABLE IN JUNE, large 2 !>edroom un·
furnished, I616 Gold S.E. Apt. $265/mo. plus
utilities, 344·4135,
5110
LARGE TWO BEDROOM duplex: fireplace, wood
floors, built·ln bookcases; downtown. Orad
students preferred. No children or pets, Partly
5110
furnished, $200.243-6017 early, late.
SUMMER SUBLET, OLD adobe. on one acre, Nonh
Valley. $345. per month •.344-8601,
S/10
2 BF.DROOM TOWNHOUSE. 1600 ft, sunken tub,
atrium, 2 .fireplaces, electric garage$, courtyard,
backyard, city view, 299·6602.
5/10
.3 DR FURNISIIED alr·condltloned apartment, ~
block from campus, avallableJune, 898-0921.
5/10
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED house for rent. June,
July; Pets, klds OK.• $310/per mo., Utilities In·
eluded, 243•5874 near UNM.
5/10
ROOM FOR RENT, SJ25/mo,,2!19-0470.
5/10
NEED ROOMMATE, FURNISHED 2 Ddr., 2 Bath,
$200/mo. No gays. Jim, )45-7594, Lake& Raquet
Apt.
5/10
I BLOCK FROM UNM, 2 Bdr, furnished Apt, for
rent June I thrU July Jl, $"0.180 plus utilities,
NegotlallJe, Ideal for summer school. Steven, 277·
3701.
•
$/5
WALKTOCLASS,cozyhouse, fenced for pets, SJ25
all utilities paid. Sun Rental!, 26%·1751..
5110
STUDENT SAV.ER, IIUGE 3 Bdnn. House, $200,
modern appliances, pets welcome. Sun .Rentals,
262.1751.
5110
ALL IJTILITIES PAID, Furnished hpuse in quiet
neighborhood. $135, fenced !or pets. Sun Rentals,
262·1751,
5/10
-\ WW BUDGET, S75 cottage near everythinJ.
Kids, pets OK, Call Sun Rentals262·175J.
5/10

1. Personals

3. Services

FREt: TO GOOI> home • Loving, spayed female
dnlrnation. I~ yeau old. Nteds room to run.
Good with children. Call Macyann, 277-5656,
5110
I'Rt:<;NANCY n:STING & COUNSEJ..lNG. Phone
247.9819.
tfn
CONTACTS•POI.ISIIINO, !iOI,UTIONS Casey
Oplica! Company on Lomas Just west of
Washington.
tfn
Wt: DOT mSTIUDUTORS. PrescriJ>tlon eyeglau
frames. Greenwich Vlllage (Lennon Style!), gold
rimlcs!. $54.50 (regular S6S.00), Pay Less
Optlduns, 5007 Menaul N.E., across frorn
LaUelles.
tfn
(:IIINESE Bu•·n:T. CIIEAPI All you can eat.
Lunch $3.45, Supper $4.50, .Sunday Brunch $3.45.
Jao.Juo's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
PASSPORT PIIOTOS, LOWEST prices! Pfeasilnt
pictures! 123 WellesleySE corner Silver. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
FAT IS A feminist bsue. Groups forming now, Call
281·1195.
5110
Pt:RSOSAI.IZED
BIORYTIIMS.
YOUR
emntionnl, physical, Intellectual cycles hand
chnrlcd in color, 1:! ntonth5,. only .$6,9S. Send
ehcck/moneyordcr with birthday to Life-sine
biorythmics. 192SB Juan Tabo, NiS3-L, Alb.,
N.M, B7f 12.
SilO
NOT1Ct;: ()RAWJN(l!NON·MAJORS, Art 142 100
(call tto. 5606) Is not cancelled. Enroll now for tim

GUITAR I.ESSONS, INSTRIJMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar C~nter, 143 Harvard S,E,
265·.3315.
tfn
TYPINO.PROFF.SSIONAL QUALITY pronto ~
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra chal'ge. We will
edit. K/P, 2312 Central SE, across Central from
Popejoy Hall.
tfn
TYPING-t'AST, ACCURATE, reasonable. Casselle
Transcription. 247·2583.
515
Tt:N DOLLARS··RESUM£S ten dollars,
Professional Company. 265·1551.
tfn
24 HOUR TYPING, term papers, thesis,
manuscripts, 881-0628 Jean, afler6:00 pm. 5/12
PROl'.FSSIONAI, EDITING. TERM papers, theses, LIKE SELLING MV souiJ But mwllell. FischerRC.
dissertations--all subje.:u, Cal Linda: 281·1795.
4 Downhill racing ski.!, 2~3cm, Italian national
j/JO
team st(>Ck, never drilled for blndlnp. Call 242•
4688after6 pm.
lfn
PROFFSSIONAL TYPING BY English Maleditor.
Vast experience with dlsserations, papers. Editing DESPERATE! FORC.ED TO sell. Nikon 500mm
available. 26<i·9S$0,
1129
mirror, f8, Brand new, used once. lncludes4 filters
and leathctease. $325. Call242-4688after6 pm.
TYPING FAST/REASONABI.F~ Call C.L. Spence,
tfn
299-1605after I p.m.
515
QUALITY TYPINGSJ/page, 266-8590 after'· 5110
A· I TYPIST· T£RM paptrs, resumes299·8970.
1129
PRm'ESSIONAL TYPING,
REASONABLE.
Extensh·e 5ccrctarlal experience. IBM Seleeltic Jll,
299.(;256 or 299-2676. Fr<e pick Up nnd delivety on
most orders.
6/24
TYPING IBM SEU:CTRIC268-7002.
6/3
ASUSM Tt:XTBOOK CO.OP will sell your books
for .more! 24A SUD.
SIS
IJO YOU NEEIJ typing done? Term pape·s to.
resumes-call Typing "Ink", 821·6916. Work
Guaranteed!.
6/17

summer scssioil.

tfn

MARK. Tilt: R.A. frorn Worceltcr, MA. • If you
remember Laura from Channel S and SPIT rn
llo1too Ja•tsutmncr.. call617·78l4269.
5110
.SEt:n EYEWITNESS TO hit and run, Coronado
Hall, Tue!,, 4127 nfternoon. Reward. Call5182.
5110
Al·n:NTION SPURS! SCIIOOI, Relations appreciates you.
S/1 0
STI11lt;NTS Gt..'T YOUR Piece or the Rock~ over
$3,000,000,000 (3 billion) dollars ill free non·
f C<lctal financi:ll aid, T'ree info. call Computex,
266-1555. 9;00 to 3:00.
5110
Al'UITIONS hF.ING ACCEPTED for the" AU that
Jatr. Ooncers"; Performing Arts Stulllo. 2219
l.<'lld S.E.; Dnller, Ja1z, Exerclsr, Summer Season
special rntes, ea!l Laura llrown-Elder, 2S6·1061 or
265-3067.
613
Lt:r'S GO PARTV, the Thisc!Town Mugger's. P.S.
We will be back,
S/10
BECKY, mcK, MARYANNE, Kirn, Dabs, Marcy,
Mike, Jim, AI, Kristina, Ray S., Marcos, Helen,
Judy, Kelly, Bill,. Joe, Ray A., Manual, Steve,
Eilclle, Heidi, Eddie, Terri, Tirn, Darrell, RamoM,
Dunne, Scott, Lit, l..!rtda, Cathy and Manual Jr.
Th:m~ for a great at the Lobo. You will all have a
special plate In my heart.• Oood luck to ncxl year's
starr•. Robm.
SIS
SERIOUS AMATEUR .PIIOTOGRAPJIER neods
f¢male models for portrait work. Send picture aiid
lnAIJ to J.R., 3232 Snn Mateo NE, Ste. 216,
Albuquerque, !NM871 Hi.
5/10
ACC0RA1't: IN..ORMATION ABOUT con•
trnceptlon, stetitlzatlon, abortion. Right To
Choose, 2!l4-0171.
tfn
Pllll., TJIANKS t'OR giving us the "Whole Picture" threefold I Otcg, Susan, IJonha, Sheri, Jane,
Tim, Mike and Martha.
SIS
MII.U:R, FINALLY, JU:RE it isl Late but no cop
outs! M.
S/5
NAKANAKANAKA, DEADLINF.S liA VE lost their
thrill without you. Please advise or lrnrninent
departure frorn Kaseman so 1. can have my bevy Of
photogs and reporters ready. Love, Toast.
SIS

2. Lost & Found
LOST: f't:MALE IJOG, l.nbtadorcross, black/white
chest, stomach, paws. Red collar/tag. Missing
since4/l3, Lnw Sch!iol area. 268·1635/848·2922.

515

mo. Sight seeing. free info;, write IJC Box 52
N.M .. Corona del Mar, ca. 92625.
5110
HELP WANTED: .PART·TJt!tE hostess, bartender,
waiters and waitresses needed, Apply in person-Syndicate Restaqrant, 2225 Wyoming N,E,
.
5110
WANT AN INTERES'I'JNG summer job1 The Oirl
Scout Camp in the Jemet Mountains needs
counselors, riding staff and utility people. Cali
243·9581 for details.
6/3
CffiLCARE PERSON NEEDED part-time. Non·
smoking, N.E, Heights. Experience, Iran·
sportation required, Penny, 822-0947.
5/10
ACCOUNT EXECUTIYES NEEDED, Top pay for
experienced salespeople, Apply M the Dally Lobo,
room 131 Marron Hal.
5110
SUMMER JOBS. EASY phone sales work. 5-8pm.
Hourly wage or commission. Cail268·1 010, 5/l 0
NEED SUMMER WORK? We need clerks, receptionists, typists, secretaries, keypUnch operators
and word processors for temporary assignments.
Work a day, a week, or months at a time. For more
information call Cindy at 262·1871. Not an agency,
never a fe~. Dunhill Temps, 1717 Louisiana NE,
Suite218.
SilO
OVERSt:AS, HOUSTON, DALLAS! $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job information call! li02·
998·0426, Dept, 0924. Open Sundays,
JIS
SUMMER WORK·STUDY POSITIONS contact;
Afro-American center, 277-5644 or 5645.
SIS
NMPIRG IS LOOKING for a part-time summer
direetor. Resume required, Call 277-2757 or stop
by Room24ESI,JB.
SilO
WORK OUTSIDE! I CoNSTRUCTION jobs
available. Sun Jobs, 262·1.7$2,
S/10
STUnt:NTS, FULL AND part·!lm~ jobs! I All
areas, all kinds. Sun Jobs, 262·1752.
5/10
SUMMER JOBS! I CALL now there's one for you I
Sun Jobs, 262-17S2.
SilO
DLUE JEANS OK! I Secretary/Receptionist, Sun
Jobs 262-)7$2.
SilO
l.AST CHANCEl FOR a fun-filled summer job as a
camp counselor. Tile YWCA is now hiring
qualified men and wpm en for their camp in TiJeras
Canyon. Call Margie at247-8841,
5/10

7. Travel

driver to share expenses. Info 871·2787.
5/10
C()MJ'ETENT ))RIVER NEEDED. to help drive
rental truck to N.Y.c, I'll pay gas. 822-8936 for
interview (mornings),
5!10
WHITEW-'TER RAFTING, PILAR, May 18, 20,
27: $25 per person. Whiterock Canyon, June. 13:
$40, Wildwater Rafting Experiences, 26<i·9721,
5110

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED TELEVISION, NON-WORKING OK,
water be<fs, furniture, 897·0249.
5110
CASH FOR WATER beds, couches, TV's, cameras.
.897.0249.
S/JO
FREE TO (JOOD liorn.c • l.,oving, spaye<l female.
dalmatian. 111 Years 9ld, Needs room to run,
Good with children. Call Maryann, 217·~656.
SilO

ALL NEW CHINESE Restaurant-House of Wang,
Good food, reasonable prices. Serving IJreak·
fast-$1.00, lunch, and dinner. Bab-Jrql!e
chicken-SJ.95. 2125 Broadway Ave. SE. Carry·
out orders welcome, Tele: 247-4027.
SilO
DALLOON!ll DALLOONSI HAVE Bubbles the
Clown deliver a helium baloon bouquet for special
occasion. Birthdays, annh·ersaries, new baby and
special days. 292-0487.
5/10

9. Las N oticias
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS: advertise In Las
Notldas lor .1~ centu. word,
lfn
THE r.tAN WHO pointed out ali"Your Erroneous
Zones", Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. will lecture at the
Kiva Auditorium, in the Convention Center, at
7:30 p.m., May 7, Topic: From his new beii seller,
"The Skfs The Limit." Tickets S7 at881-431 I, or
S7 .50 from Tlcketmaster,
~15
NOTICE: DRAWING/NON·MAJORS, Art 142100
(call no. 5606) is not .:ancelld. Enroll now for rlrst
summersession.
tfn
SPURS-THE OFF.ICE of School Relations thinks
you're grcatl Thanks for all your help 011 sneak
preview.
5110
PARTY! I PA~TYI ISfQNSORED
by
S.O.L.A.S., friday, April 30th, 9:00.1:00,
lntemational Center.
~15 .

GOING TO BURBANK, Calif.: Need live blologlcal
specimen (pigeon) transported,.Will be picked up
by researcher at your destination ln or near Bur·
bank, 842-8615.
5/5
RIDERS N.EEDED FOR Tri-State Area. Share
driving and gas (approx. 550, leaving May 16, 243·
1421).
5/10
TAr.tPA, FLORIDA BOUND! Looking for co-

Mash T-Shirts
Now Available On;
00 T-Shirt $6.99
Camouflage
T•Shirt

$7.99
)

~~~~~··
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5. ForSale

4. Housing
ntE ClTADilf..'SUPERB lo.:ation near tJNM and
downtown. Bus service every 311 minute.!. 1
bedroom or efficiency, from $220. All utilities
paid. ~e!uxc kitchen ~ilh dishwa1her and dispasal,
recrr:auon room, sw1mming pool, TV roo.m a~d
laundry. Adult couples, no pets. 1$20 Utnversny"
NE.24j·2494.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY llpartmenl, 1410 Girard
N.E., Sl90/rno., ail utilities paid, 5125 security
deposit, Fully futnished·security IC)Cks and laundry
(acilities. No children or pets. Please eall before
6:00 in the evening, 266-83!12,
tfn
FOR l.F.ASE 675 sq. ft. office spae< across from
UNM cal! Larry or DorothY 26S-9542 or evenings
88 I '3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell S,E, 2 bdrm. I bath house.
CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265·9$42 or evenings 881·
3914.
trn
IIAU' RI.OCK UNM furnished onebtdroom twin ot
double S2J5 Includes utilities. Varsity House 268·
s12
l'OR RENTI EFFICIENCY Apartment $120: 1
bedroom, S150. Swinllnins Pool, beautiful view or
golf course. Close to UNM and 'rVJ, 1313
WellesleyS.E. 256·7748,
5110
IIAU' BlOCK UNM four bedroom futnished house
$450 268·0525.
6/3
IIOUSEMATE WANTED NON·SMOkER share
3110 house with 2-GRD students, 140/rno plus
Utilities. Available eild May, tenniS across street,
near UNM. 255·$175, 255-4996, 271·6437.
5/10
JIOUSEMATE: SHARE RIDGECRtsT, 41111..
. $130/latgo bedroom, 266·2974.
5110
TWO .ROOMMATES NEEDED; one starting 5·1,
t>thcr 5·11.$95/mo. plus VJ utilities. 344-6028.
515
f'OR RENT, SMALl. one bedroom llpartllient, 4
blocks from UNM, 2 blocks from TV I. Partially
furnished, $130/mortth t>IUs utilities • Available
immediately, call242·1842, after6 p,rn.
5110
CLEAN, FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM . 11part·
tiient, yard, AIC, $170/mo plus utilities, $150
deposit, 344·4i35. evenings,
5110

om.

LOST: CIIJ;CK BOOK beton8lrt!l to TimothY
Hooton. Come to Marron Hall, Room Hl31 to
New & Out·of·PrintlJooks
identify.
tfn
NM the West& A debe Specialists
LOST WOMEN'S WALTF.IM watch. Deep s~n·
tinumtnl value. Biology building llrea. if round
CHAMiSA BOOKSHOP
contnet268·73!15.
.
5/10 1602 CENTJtAL S.E.• NEAll UNJV' BLVIJ.
ACCTNG 34C TEXTBOOK•· Please return to Rrn.
OPEN': I·IFJII, M·So\T, P~t. 243·:noo
Ul MarronHali..·Noquestf()nsasked.
t(ri
IU~ off·hl.:rn~l~ M11~· .5-)2
CLAIM \'OUR LOSt posst!ss!ons at campus J'ollce
. ~:00 ll.m.to 4:00 p<m. dally.
.
tfn · ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
t

!'IIKON FM WITJI MD·t2, 200mm, F/4, Nikkor,
AutoAJ trade for fust telephoto glass orseli to best
offer. Joe, 211·5656.
5110
FOR SALE: NEWKeitybaekpacks.897.()()39. SilO
1979 IIONDA XL250, 3700 orlglnll mi!C5; dcel!ent
condltlon,SIOOOorbtsiofrer 194-3539.
5/10
.'
SURPLUS JEEPS 565, Cars S89, Truck $100.
Similar bargains available. Call for your directory
on how to. purchase. 602..998-0575, Ext. 0924. Call
6/10
Refundable.
NOBLET PARIS CLARINET, Cllce!lent condition
sr5o. Ca!I26S·04il.
5110

6. Employment
PART·TIME .iOB afternoons and evenings •. Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Savcway Liquor Stor•.S at 57G4 Lorn as NE,
S$16 Menaul NE.
tfn
IJIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research needs
another work .study quati(ied clerical person. Must
be able to work this suinmer. Pick llp an application at 1920 Lomas.
5/10
JOB !if:ARCIIING rt:CHNIQUES, 4-hollr classes,
SIS. 26S-1S$1.
t(n
JOD Sf'..ARt:IUNG? TRY Job Opportunity Bet·
termentServlc~s. 265·15~1.
t(n
WANTF..IJ: PART TIME Secretary for srnall
M~taphyslcal llook Publishing Company; Houts
flexible. Payment patt cash, part trade units at
Local llartcr Company. call Skip at 29j·J50!1
mornings before 9:45 a, m, (no smokers!).
SIS
WORK STUDY QUALIFIED person for accounting
nnd ortlcc work in business otfice or the Oail~
Lobo. A('ply In person 8·5, M-F. Ask for
Maryann.
tfn
SUMMER JOBS. WE need sales clerks and Dairy
Queen c:Ounter help to work thfs summer, rour
days on and (our days off,. Interviews will be held
only on May 7•8 hom 9.4 at Bowlin's Inc.; 136
Loulslamt N E.
SIS
OVERSEAS JOBS: SUMMER/year round. Euro(!e,
S. America, Atm., Asia. All flellls. S~00.51too

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTTLES

$2.00

Casey Optical Co.
( l doort WI S 1 ot Chn. oil Drug)
L MAS AT WASHtHGIOH 265 8846

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

62 Nephew's
SATURDAY'S
sister
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Cliff
63 Coral reef
5 Exclamation 64 Acquit
9 Strengthen 66 Nickel alloy
14 Opening
67 Double neg a• F-o+~~r;
15 Rail bird
tlve, In a way
16 Elegance
68 Modified
17 Discharges
organism
19 Composer
69 Equals
Dvorak
70 Once more
20 Plague
71 Elect. units
21 Cleanser
23 Texas team DOWN
25 Bear arms
26 Emptiness
1 Queen of28 Leased
2 Arrives
3 Careening
32 ::lepeatlng
37 Pelt
4 Shyness
38 Neighbor of
5 Greek letter 29 Community
one
Nev.
6 Auto part
30 Gerainl's wife 49 Desire
39 Bowed
7 Ocean birds 31 Lairs
52 US rocket
41 Achieve
8 Desolation
32 Loud sound 53 Mason's
42 Quartz
9 Goes hungry 33 Hence
partner
45 Food lovers 10 Touchihg
34 Yoke
55 Serenity
48 Gypsy
11 This: Sp...
35 Recent: Pref. 56 Outer
50 Extinct birds 12 "Playing field 36 Melancholy 57 Band group
51 Shoe sole
of - " .
40 Jog
58 Vacation
54 Gratuity
13 Great Fast
43 Blabber
spot
giver
18 Seat
44 Enters
59 Sioux Indian
58 Whitney's
22 Stray
46 Quebec's
60 Timbre
invention:
24 Rich fabric
. neighbor
61 Nihil
2Words
27 - dong
47 Ambitious
65 lnstahlly
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